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Foreword

ANFREL’s Election Monitoring Handbook was first introduced in 2014. It was created
for Myanmar’s national election monitor groups (NEMGs) to provide them with a tool
which they can utilize as they embark for election observation ahead of the country’s
first democratic elections in two decades. At that time, Myanmar’s civil society was very
eager to take part in various aspects of the electoral process. They engaged in activities
such as voter education and election observation trainings. The media also actively
played an important role as they partnered with CSOs to meaningfully contribute on
the historic democratic exercise.

ANFREL’s advocacy engagement in Myanmar goes way back to 2012, before electoral
democracy was reinstated. Since then, the organization has been working closely with
civil society organizations and the media to enhance and sustain their capacities. A
capacity building program was officially launched in 2013, with the support of the
Royal Norwegian Embassy in Myanmar, which was sustained in the years after with
the support of the Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC).
Ultimately, through the publication of this Handbook, ANFREL envisions that the
NEMGs in Myanmar will be strong enough to continue pursuing election monitoring
initiatives on their own. This can be achieved when all democracy advocates work
together to empower these groups. As such, ANFREL has taken into its hands the
important task of sharing its expertise gained through 21 years of election monitoring
engagements all over Asia.

To revise this book, ANFREL held several consultation meetings with various NEMGs
on which areas need revision. Most of them shared the need for further guidance on
reporting and processing data gathered in the field, updates on election monitoring
methods, and focus on specific elements of the election cycle such as campaign finance
and out-of-constituency voting.
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ANFREL adopted these comments and incorporated them in this revised Handbook in
the hopes that it will continue to contribute to sustainability of the ongoing democratic
developments of Myanmar, as well as catalyze a more active participation of the civil
society in Myanmar.

I would like to thank the contributors who were responsible in revising the Handbook
and incorporating concepts to help civil society capacitate themselves. Mr. Karel Galang
and Mr. Tharindu Abeyrathna, Program Officers of ANFREL, led the discussions and
the edits of the texts. My special thanks go to the previous contributors, Mr. Bidhayak
Das who initiated the Handbook. To the ANFREL Chairman, Mr. Koul Panha,
ANFREL Spokesperson, Mr. Damaso G. Magbual, and Board Member of NAMFREL,
Ms. Corazon Ignacio, Dr. Sanjay Kumar and Ms. Kristina Gadaingan, with your 
contribution this product became achievable.

We also appreciate representatives from Myanmar NEMGs who shared their valuable
thoughts for revision for the Handbook. Our utmost thanks go to the Ms. Mya Nandar
Thin and in her team from New Myanmar Foundation (NMF) for sharing their expertise
as this endeavor’s consultants.

Finally, I would like to take the opportunity to thanking Royal Norwegian Embassy
in Myanmar. Their generous and continued support for strengthening democracy in
Myanmar is invaluable.

In conclusion, through this contribution, ANFREL hopes for more vibrant elections in
2020 through the active participation from all democratic actors in Myanmar.

Chandanie Watawala
ANFREL Executive Director

Foreword
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AGENDA General Election Network for Disability Access

Amyotha 
Hluttaw House of Nationalities (Upper House of the National Legislature)

ANFREL Asian Network for Free Elections

CEDAW Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women

CERD International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

CMEV Centre for Monitoring Election Violence

CoC Code of Conduct

COMFREL Committee for Free and Fair Elections

CRPD Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

CSOs Civil Society Organizations

DOGP Declaration of Global Principles for Non-Partisan Election Observa-
tion and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations

DOPIEO Declaration of Principles of International Election Observation

ECT Election Commission of Thailand

EDR Electoral Dispute Resolution

EMB Election Management Body

FPTP First Past The Post

GNDEM Global Network for Domestic Election Monitoring

ICCPR International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

ICPRMW International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of 
All Migrant Workers

IPER Institute for Political and Electoral Reforms

KIPP Komite Independen Pemantau Pemilu

Abbreviations and Myanmar Specific Terms



LTs Long-term monitors

NAMFREL National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections

NEMGs National Election Monitoring Groups

NEMOs Non-governmental Election Monitoring Organization

NGOs Non-Governmental Organizations

OSCE Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe

PAFFREL People’s Action for Free and Fair Elections

PWDs Persons with Disabilities

Pyidaungsu 
Hluttaw Assembly of the Union

Pyithu Hluttaw House of Representatives (Lower House of the National Legislature)

SADC Southern African Development Community

SDC Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation

STs Short-term monitors

Tatmadaw The Armed Forces of Myanmar

UDHR Universal Declaration of Human Rights

UEC Union Election Commission

UN United Nations

UNHRC United Nations Human Rights Council

USA United States of America
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Introduction

Introduction1

Election monitoring is an important instrument to promote transparency, accountability, 
and inclusion during the electoral process. Election monitoring by civil society is non-
partisan in nature and is an initiative that seeks to ensure not only the integrity of every 
step of the polls but also the primacy of fundamental human rights throughout the 
election cycle. The conduct of election monitoring itself is an expression of the people’s 
right to participate in public affairs, as defined in the United Nations Human Rights 
Council (UNHRC) General Comment 25, paragraph 5; as well as the fundamental 
rights to associate and express, both of which are protected under Article 19 of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the International Convention on Civil and 
Political Rights.

Election monitors are considered as specialized human rights defenders of civil and 
political rights. As election monitors, it is our duty to safeguard the sanctity of the 
people’s will, enhance public trust, promote accountability and transparency, and 
assist in mitigating conflict arising from electoral disagreements. This can be done 
by exposing fraudulent practices or irregularities, deterring potential election related 
violence and intimidations, as well as offering recommendations to improve electoral 
processes. Assessments made by election monitoring groups have the power to affect 
perception of an election’s legitimacy, as well as pave the path for reforms. History tells 
us that when done right, election monitoring can indeed catalyze positive democratic 
development.

In 1986, the 20-year dictatorship of Ferdinand Marcos in the Philippines ended after 
a movement called the National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL, 
formed in 1983) exposed massive efforts to manipulate election results, paving the 
path for a peaceful People Power Revolution the same year. Following the success of 
NAMFREL, groups like the Peoples’ Action for Free and Fair Elections (PAFFREL, 
formed in 1987) in Sri Lanka, Pollwatch Foundation in Thailand (formed in 1992), 
ODHIKAR in Bangladesh (formed in 1994), the Committee for Free and Fair Elections 
in Cambodia (COMFREL, formed 1995), and Komite Independen Pemantau Pemilu 
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in Indonesia (KIPP, formed in 1996) started conducting credible election observation 
initiatives. These groups are among the oldest and strongest civilian-led election 
monitoring organizations in the world. More recently, election monitoring efforts 
of Bersih 2.0 in Malaysia (2018) helped pave the way towards a governance that is 
reflective of the people’s will despite massive political pressures from their respective 
government. The success, credibility, and sustainability of these groups are attributed 
to their principled and fact-based election monitoring methodology, as well as their 
staunchly independent and impartial conduct.

Election monitoring requires high ethical standards and truthfulness regarding the 
professional conduct and the methodology utilized by organizations. With the potency 
of election monitoring as a tool for democratization, it is important for election 
monitors themselves to embody the very principles of transparency and integrity 
which they promote in their every engagement. There are some principles which 
govern the conduct and aims of domestic election monitoring efforts, of which the 
most comprehensive is the Declaration of Global Principles for Non-Partisan Election 
Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations (DOGP). The principles 
contained in this document lay out a set of considerations for the conduct of a credible 
election observation. The document codifies the foundational definition of genuine 
elections, the principles of non-partisan, independent scrutiny of electoral processes, 
the conditions required to monitor the various stages of the electoral process, and the 
code of conduct and commitments required from monitors.

This second edition of ANFREL’s Election Monitoring Handbook for Myanmar’s civil 
society aims to guide domestic election monitoring organizations in implementing the 
principles contained in DOGP. This handbook contains knowledge gained through 
the organization’s and its members’ experience in conducting election monitoring 
missions. In consultation with various partners in Myanmar, this handbook is tailor 
fitted to address their emerging needs, as well as to suggest practices which can help 
them develop as election monitoring organizations.

12
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This election monitoring handbook was prepared to provide domestic election 
monitors with basic knowledge and standard election monitoring methodologies and 
tools, as well as current information on technology like software, social media, among 
others. The idea is to equip election monitors, particularly domestic election monitors, 
with information and tools to help them prepare and implement a focused and well-
conceived election monitoring plan, which covers every step of the election cycle. It 
is essential for national election monitoring organizations cover the initial phases of 
the electoral preparations and do a systematic follow-up of all important activities, 
including electoral reform processes, changes to the legal framework, the setting of 
boundary delimitation procedures, voter education activities, preparation of codes of 
conduct and accreditation procedures for political parties, candidates, observers, media 
and other stakeholders.

This election monitoring handbook also provides a comprehensive and contextualized 
toolkit based on ANFREL’s experiences with election observation in Asia in order for 
monitoring groups to observe the regulation of campaign finance and the use or misuse 
of state resources by candidates and political parties, breaches including the media, to 
election campaigns and to the complaint registration and redress process.

Over the last two decades, election monitoring has seen the development of situation-
based reporting forms and checklists which have successfully been used by national 
election monitoring organizations. This handbook highlights some of these widely 
accepted guidelines which make it more efficient for domestic election monitors to 
record their findings on election day in a proper and accurate manner. The use of 
reporting forms and checklists and associated tools to monitor the polling and counting 
processes can serve well the purpose of election monitoring: the assessment of the 
integrity of a country’s electoral processes.

The various chapters in the handbook have been specifically designed in recognition of 
the social, political and cultural background of Asia while highlighting the importance 
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of adhering to universal values and international standards. Thus, the handbook 
stresses the need for strategizing election monitoring activities in Asia. However, it 
also reiterates the importance of upholding the principles of universal suffrage and 
the need for regular and periodic elections and equal opportunities for all contesting 
political parties and candidates, as well as the necessity of fair access to the media and 
an independent electoral process.

Despite progress in many places over the last 30 years, there are still many countries 
which do not yet have free and fair elections. If a country has made a commitment to 
move toward democracy, this handbook can help. However, it will, unfortunately, be of 
little use in countries like China and North Korea whose leaders reject the very notion 
of democracy.

This election monitoring handbook, therefore, is an attempt to sustain the efforts of 
citizens engaged in monitoring elections and to provide them with the information 
and tools necessary for them to determine whether an election is clean, free, fair and 
credible. It can also serve as a useful information guide for various other electoral 
stakeholders who are keen on not just playing their role in the process as a contestant 
or as a voter but who want to gain an understanding of the structure of an election or an 
election monitoring effort and how monitoring efforts can help ensure that the process 
is credible and thereby promote genuine and democratic elections.

This handbook provides the basic information required for election monitors to 
function competently, in accordance with the principles set under the DOGP. Included 
are discussions of the most common election monitoring methodologies employed by 
citizen monitoring groups in almost any election. This handbook may also be of interest 
to a broad range of other electoral stakeholders, including governments, political 
parties, candidates, voters and civil society in general for gaining an understanding of 
the structure of an election observation effort and what such an effort can do to help 
make the electoral process free, fair, and transparent.

This handbook is designed to make the most important election monitoring concepts 
easily accessible to persons interested in assessing the process. The Handbook will 
start with a discussion on the bases for election monitoring and democratic electoral 

About this Handbook
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practice, by scrutinizing the legal regime governing Myanmar’s elections, as well 
as international principles it adheres to. A good part of the discussion will also be 
allocated to examine international standards that are used to assess how free and fair any 
election is. Following is the discussion on election monitoring, its importance, and its 
principles and methodologies. Other initiatives which can promote active participation 
by all stakeholders both prior to, during, and after elections will also be tackled. The 
Handbook will then offer some key principles which, if followed, will enhance the 
credibility of election monitoring groups. Most importantly, the Handbook will then 
explain how to prepare for, and successfully execute, an election observation project, 
including organizational structure and covering the pre-election, election day and post-
election phases. As culmination, the Handbook will also offer some key considerations 
in reporting findings, and crafting initiatives to better monitor thematic issues such as 
gender, electoral reforms, and violence.

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Universal Principles and Electoral 
Democracy Norms

3

Democracy is defined as a form of governance where all governmental authority is 
derived from the people’s consent to be governed. An election is an instrument of 
democracy, by which the people as sovereign entities, lend authority to their elected 
leaders, to ensure a working government, and decide on matters concerning the state 
and its interests. Citizens can also exercise their sovereign powers by voting directly 
on legislations, i.e. plebiscites and referendum, which is sometimes called “direct 
democracy.” A truly democratic electoral process is one that reflects the will of the 
people -- held at regular intervals under a free and fair environment, conducted in 
accordance to the rule of law, and devoid of any undue influence such as violence, fraud 
and intimidation.

Participation in election is an important and basic human right. In front of a ballot 
box, every person is equal and has one vote. An election is a process in which the 
fundamental rights to express, associate, and assemble are all exercised. To ensure that 
the way we conduct elections respect these fundamental rights, we have international 
covenants, norms and principles which lay out the basic tenets of democratic processes. 
All electoral processes must not unduly limit participation by discriminating against any 
race, religion, political views, and socioeconomic status. This is much more important 
in diverse communities, such as Myanmar.

A state that signed a treaty guaranteeing political rights is bound to follow it. Although, 
as a practical matter, it may be difficult to enforce even the most blatant breaches 
of such international obligations, which often turn out to be more aspirational than 
binding. They, however, serve as a benchmark when judging the outcome of an 
electoral exercise. Moreover, they provide legitimacy when negotiating with election 
officials over a request to deploy election monitors to the polls.

Election Monitoring Handbook



Universal Principles and Electoral Democracy Norms

Below are the universal principles that guarantee for every individual’s political and 
civil rights: (up to July, 2019)

Universal Principles Respecting Elections and 
Human Rights

Myanmar’s 
Position

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR, 1948) 
prescribes the necessary conditions for meaningful political 
participation of a citizen as a voter or candidate. It emphasizes 
basic rights such as freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, 
freedom of religion, and other rights deemed basic for all human 
beings. While not legally binding, such universal rights contained 
in the document have become the basis of other international 
treaties and conventions. The pertinent provisions regarding 
elections are contained in the Article 21 of the document: “(1) 
Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his 
country, directly or through freely chosen representatives… 
(3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of 
government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine 
elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall 
be held by secret ballot or by equivalent free voting procedures.”

International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, 
1966). Together with the UDHR, the ICCPR is among the two 
most important documents which form the backbone of free 
elections and genuine election monitoring. The provisions of 
the two documents complement and reinforce each other. The 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is a treaty. A 
state that has signed and ratified the treaty is bound by it and is
required to implement it. As discussed above, however, enforc-
ement of specific obligations under this treaty can be problematic. 
The most salient provisions are contained in Article 25:

“Every citizen shall have the right and the opportunity, without 
any of the distinctions mentioned in Article 2 [race, colour, sex, 

Ratified

In the process of 
ratifying

19
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Universal Principles Respecting Elections and 
Human Rights

Myanmar’s 
Position

language, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
property, birth or other status] and without unreasonable 
restrictions:

(a) To take part in the conduct of public affairs, directly 
or through freely chosen representatives;

(b) To vote and to be elected at genuine periodic elections 
which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and 
shall be held by secret ballot, guaranteeing the free 
expression of the will of the electors;

(c) To have access, on general terms of equality, to 
public service in his country.”

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women (CEDAW, 1979). Myanmar accessed the 
CEDAW on July 1997. Article 7 of the CEDAW contains the 
following provisions protecting the equal rights of women to 
participate in electoral affairs:

“States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate 
discrimination against women in the political and public life of 
the country and, in particular, shall ensure to women, on equal 
terms with men, the right:

(a) To vote in all elections and public referenda and to be 
eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies;

(b) To participate in the formulation of government 
policy and the implementation thereof and to hold 
public office and perform all public functions at all 
levels of government;

(c) To participate in non-governmental organizations 
and associations concerned with the public and 
political life of the country.”

In the process of 
ratifying

Ratified

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Universal Principles and Electoral Democracy Norms

Universal Principles Respecting Elections and 
Human Rights

Myanmar’s 
Position

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD, 
2007). Myanmar accessed the CRPD on 2011, which ensures 
fundamental rights of persons with disabilities (expression, 
association and assembly) are guaranteed, and that they are 
afforded of their rights to participate in public affairs without 
discrimination, most especially through elections, or participating 
in organizations.

International Convention on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination (CERD, 1965). This document calls for the 
removal of all instruments which make racial discrimination 
possible, as well as the promotion of understanding among all 
races. The Convention also require members to criminalize hate 
speech. The most salient portion of the CERD for the purpose of 
election monitoring is Article 5, which states: 

“In compliance with the fundamental obligations laid down in 
article 2 of this Convention, States Parties undertake to prohibit 
and to eliminate racial discrimination in all its forms and to 
guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, 
colour, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law, 
notably in the enjoyment of the following rights: xxx

(c) Political rights, in particular the right to participate 
in elections-to vote and to stand for election-on the 
basis of universal and equal suffrage, to take part in 
the Government as well as in the conduct of public 
affairs at any level and to have equal access to public 
service…”

Ratified

Not ratified
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Universal Principles Respecting Elections and 
Human Rights

Myanmar’s 
Position

The International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of 
All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (ICPRMW, 
1990). This covenant emphasizes the connection between 
migration and human rights. It does not seek to create new rights 
for migrants but rather ensure their fundamental rights wherever 
they are situated. The most salient parts of the ICPRMW for 
election monitors is Article 41, which states: 

“1. Migrant workers and members of their families shall 
have the right to participate in public affairs of 
their State of origin and to vote and to be elected 
at elections of that State, in accordance with its 
legislation. 

2. The States concerned shall, as appropriate and 
in accordance with their legislation, facilitate the 
exercise of these rights.”

Not ratified

The principles enumerated above are reflected in a wide variety of documents in 
addition to those previously cited. There is not, however, a “one size fits all” approach to 
elections and election monitoring. The UN General Assembly, and many UN members, 
repeatedly emphasize that “there is no single model of democracy” and acknowledge 
a “necessity of due respect for sovereignty and the right to self-determination”. For 
our guidance as election monitors however, it is important for us to refer to existing 
international documents which emphasize the need for free, fair and inclusive elections.

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Universal Principles and Electoral Democracy Norms

Among them are:

√ Inter-Parliamentary Union Declaration on Criteria for Free and Fair Elections (1994). As a member 

of the International Parliamentary Union, members of both houses of Myanmar’s parliament 

acknowledges and endorses the fundamental principles of democratic elections, which includes 

regular conduct, recognition of the rights to vote and contest without any discrimination.

√ Declaration of Principles for International Election Observation and its Code of Conduct (DOP-
IEO, 2005). This document was promulgated in the United Nations General Assembly, which 

establishes the basis for credible international election observation by both international non-

governmental and intergovernmental organizations. As of now, it is endorsed by 55 organizations 

which conduct international election observation missions.

√ Declaration of Global Principles for Non-Partisan Election Observation and Monitoring by Citizen 
Organizations (DOGP, 2012). The DOGP, on the other hand, is a document which serves as a basis 

for credible election monitoring initiatives by domestic election monitoring groups. Likewise, this 

document was promulgated in the UN General Assembly in 2012.

√ ANFREL Election Monitoring Principles. ANFREL, as the only regional election observation 

organization in Asia, has created several documents which aims to create an endemic process 

of promoting democracy and electoral integrity. These documents were a product of the Asian 

Electoral Stakeholders’ Forums, which gathers election management bodies and election monitoring 

bodies from all over Asia to address contemporary issues on democracy. These documents are:

1. The Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections (2012) – a document which 

standardizes the norms and principles identified by Asian electoral stakeholders on what 

makes elections democratic;

2. Dili Indicators of Democratic Elections (2015) – iterates specific determinants of 

democratic elections, which election monitors can use a guide to assess the quality of 

elections;

3. Bali Commitments: 8 Keys to Electoral Transparency and Integrity (2016) – describes a 

set of 8 criteria which can be used to assess the level of transparency and integrity of an 

election;

4. Colombo Pledge on Promoting and Defending Democracy in Asia (2018) – an action 

plan designed to be a guide among election stakeholders in addressing contemporary 

challenges to democratization.
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It is important to understand that Republic of the Union of Myanmar is a unitary, 
independent and sovereign nation. The President is the Head of the Union and the 
Head of the Executive, and is elected by the Presidential Electoral College which is 
formed by representatives from the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw representatives. These groups 
are comprised of a group formed with elected Hluttaw representatives in the Hluttaw 
with an equal number of representatives elected from Regions and States.

The Executive Branch is comprised of Ministers, the Vice-President, and the Attorney 
General of the Union. The ministers of the union are appointed by the President. Each 
group that forms the Presidential Electoral College shall elect a Vice-president and 
President.

The Legislative Branch
The National Legislature of Pyidaungsu Hluttaw is the bi-cameral legislature of the 
Union. It is comprised of two houses or hluttaws: the People’s Assembly (Pyithu 
Hluttaw) and the National Assembly (Amyotha Hluttaw).

The Pyithu Hluttaw or the lower house of the legislature is formed of a maximum of 
440 representatives. 330 are directly elected through first-past-the post system in each 
township, while the remaining 110 are appointed by the Myanmar Armed Forces.

The Amyotha Hluttaw or the upper house of the parliament is formed with a maximum 
of 224 Hluttaw representatives. 168 are directly appointed while the remaining 56 are 
appointed by Myanmar’s Armed Forces.

The Judiciary
Myanmar has a judiciary composed of the Supreme Court of the Union, High Courts of 
the Region, and High Courts of the State, Courts of self-administered division, courts of 
self-administered zone, district courts, township courts, and other courts set out by law.

Understanding Myanmar’s
 Government, Electoral System, 

Laws, and Regulations
4

4.1 Myanmar’s Government Structure

Understanding Myanmar’s Government, Electoral 
System, Laws, and Regulations
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Figure 01: Myanmar’s Governing Structure

Figure 02: Process of Electing President and Vice Presidents in the National Legislative
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Local Administrative Unit

The local administrative unit in Myanmar is subdivided by Region, State, and the Union 
Territories. There are seven regions and seven states, and they are subdivided into self-
administered divisions, townships, districts, wards, and villages.

State and Region Hluttaws

CHIEF MINISTER
(appointed by the president)

Judiciary Executive Legislature
(by the elections)

Figure 03: Governing Structure in States and Regions 

Understanding Myanmar’s Government, Electoral 
System, Laws, and Regulations

4.2 Myanmar’s Electoral System

Myanmar applies the first past the post (FPTP) system to elect representatives from 
single-member constituencies to a total of 3 types of Elected Bodies:

The Amoytha Hluttaw, Myanmar’s upper house of Parliament (the House of 
Nationalities);

The Pyithu Hluttaw, the Parliament’s lower house (the House of 
Representatives);

The State and Region Hluttaws, State and Region Assemblies.
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While each country is different, some countries now include provisions in their statutes 
or even in their constitutions addressing election monitoring and the role that individuals 
and civil society organizations may play in the electoral process. Truly democratic 
states should guarantee the right of every citizen to participate in public affairs at 
all levels of social, political, and economic decision making. This can be expressed 
through public consultation, observation of governmental exercises of power, and most 
especially through elections.

An increasing number of countries accept the participation of domestic monitors during 
elections. In fact, even some countries in transition (e.g. Tunisia) that do not have a 

In total, there are 1,171 representatives to be elected in the Union-Level Upper House, 
the Union Level Lower House, and the local parliaments across the country. Because 
the candidate with the highest number of votes from their constituency wins the seat, 
the FPTP system here, like all 100% FPTP systems, creates the potential for the number 
of seats won by a party to be significantly more or less than their percentage of the vote. 
In all of Myanmar’s legislatures, there are 25% of seats reserved for persons appointed 
directly by the Military Commander-in-Chief.

The number of representatives that will be elected to each of the 14 State and Region 
Assemblies will be based on the number of townships in a given state/region, with 
each township divided into two constituencies. A representative will be elected from 
each constituency that is formed. In addition, the Commander-in-Chief of the Defense 
Services will appoint military Members of Parliament to each State/Region Assembly 
so that they make up one-forth of the total seats.

In the big picture, all seats from the Upper and Lower Houses will form the government 
system and can become the candidates for presidency. The most votes will become the 
president and the other two candidates will become the vice president.

4.3 National Law and Internal Regulations

Election Monitoring Handbook
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history of democratic elections have provided in their election laws for the participation 
of monitors.

The constitutions of many Asian countries have provisions aimed at safeguarding 
the integrity of elections, the independence and neutrality of election bodies, and the 
transparency and timely resolution of disputes arising in the electoral process. One 
reason for enshrining such provisions in a country’s constitution is that they become 
more difficult to amend or change (as opposed to an ordinary law) so long as the 
constitution remains in effect.

The role that civil society organizations play in the electoral process is sometimes 
addressed by statute. In most Asian countries, local NGOs (and specifically election 
monitoring groups) are subject to the country’s election law. The main rights and duties 
of election monitors may be specified by the electoral law or by regulations adopted by 
the election management body or other relevant institution. Domestic election monitors 
may also be subject to a Code of Conduct (CoC) prescribed by the election management 
body, in addition to the monitoring group’s own code for its members. Such codes help 
to enhance the credibility and impartiality of the monitors. Strict compliance with such 
codes is essential, since the perceived legitimacy of an election can be affected by the 
criticism offered by monitors, if they are themselves seen as unbiased.

The following are the domestic laws and regulations which govern elections in 
Myanmar:

a. The Myanmar Constitution

The country’s constitutional framework regarding elections is covered in Chapter 9 of 
the 2008 Constitution. Section 391 stipulates how citizens are enfranchised (Section 
391), the structure and powers of the Union Election Commission (UEC, Sections 398 
to 402), and the regulations regarding the political parties (Chapter X).

Understanding Myanmar’s Government, Electoral 
System, Laws, and Regulations
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b. Enacted Electoral Governance Laws

c. There Are Also Other Non-Legislative Regulations Important for Ensuring  
    Peace and Order Throughout the Election Period

The Handbook for Polling Officers, for instance, contains the regulations and procedures 
used by the polling officer in administering polling stations – from the setting up of 
stations to the counting and delivery of ballots. On the other hand, mechanisms such 
as the Code of Conduct for Political Parties and other stakeholders assist in ensuring 
a peaceful and amicable election period.

To further define the principles within the Constitution, Myanmar’s legislative bodies 
are tasked to enact laws to properly guide institutions on how elections should be 
conducted. At this moment, these are the laws governing elections in Myanmar:

i. the Pyithu Hluttaw (House of Representatives or the Lower House) Election 
Law;

ii. the Amyotha Hluttaw (House of Nationalities or the Upper House) Election Law,
iii.  State and Regional Hluttaw Election Law;
iv.  Union Election Commission Law and the Political Party Law which govern the 

behavior of these two stakeholders.
v.  There is also a separate law, called the Presidential Election Law, which governs 

the selection of the president by the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, or the combined 
Upper and Lower Houses.

The Union Election Commission of Myanmar was established in 2008 and formally 
constituted in 2010. UEC’s constitutional mandate is to hold and supervise elections 
for the elected seats in the national and regional parliaments. It is responsible for 
establishing sub-commissions at the regional, district, township, and village levels.

4.4 The Union Election Commission (UEC)

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Central UEC

The UEC levels are
autonomous and are 

comprised of permanent staff

Partly supported by GAD
under the Ministry of Home

Affairs

State/ Region Sub-Commissions

District Sub-Comissions

Township Sub-Commissions

Village-tract/ ward Sub-Commissions

Understanding Myanmar’s Government, Electoral 
System, Laws, and Regulations

The UEC is also responsible for designating constituencies, compiling and amending 
voter lists, conducting voter education, delimitation of voting precincts, vote tabulation, 
and final pronouncement of election results. They also determine whether elections 
should be postponed or cancelled, promulgate regulations for political parties and 
electoral procedures, implement relevant laws, and constitute electoral justice tribunals.1

The Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections emphasizes that election 
eanagement bodies such as the UEC should at all times maintain its independence 
and impartiality. The Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum (AESF) which endorsed 
the document has time and again emphasized the need for civil society and election 
monitoring organizations to work hand in hand with EMBs.

Figure 04: UEC Structure 

1____ http://aerc-anfrel.org/country/myanmar/election-management/
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Some EMOs come and go, some others go on to establish a good name for themselves. 
Others are dismissed lightly; some others are highly respected. Some have their 
opinions ignored, some others offer opinions which are highly sought. What makes 
the difference? EMOs which make their mark are the ones which adhere to certain key 
principles in election monitoring, among which are:

√	 Impartiality –A respected EMO is not beholden or sympathetic to any political party or candidate. Whenever 
an EMO acts in, or is perceived to act in, a partial manner, it may lose its credibility and effectiveness in 
commenting on the electoral process. For monitors, maintaining both the reality and the public perception 
of impartiality is vital. It is natural that, in some instances, EMOs and their leaders hold personal beliefs that 
converge with those of a political party or candidate. This poses a continuing challenge to the EMO’s objectivity 
and makes it crucial to keep personal views private and never let them affect the quality of the EMO’s work. An 
EMO also needs to police its ranks against members who misrepresent their political leanings (e.g., someone 
who proclaims neutrality but, in fact, shows bias for or against a candidate or party). An effective EMO is one 
which provides thorough training about non-partisan professionalism and requires that its monitors sign codes 
of conduct pledging impartiality, among other things. It must also monitor the behavior of its monitors and 
remove anyone revealing partisan positions.

√	 Having a standard, tested, and uncomplicated methodology for observation – Findings and 
conclusions must be based on verifiable and quantifiable data. Having a standard, tested and easily replicated 
methodology (survey forms, report forms, questionnaire forms, synchronized schedules, incident report 

Transparency is a hallmark of truly democratic elections. Domestic and international election observers 
can enhance the credibility and legitimacy of an election. Well-trained, dedicated and non-partisan 
election observers are a key tool for promoting the quality and integrity of the entire electoral process, 
and accreditation allows them to function more effectively. EMBs, subject to their prevailing laws, should 
ensure that all well-trained and non-partisan observer groups are permitted to observe all stages of election 
processes including observing the entire polling and counting processes at any polling station. 

(Article 18, Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections)

Principles of Election Monitoring

5.1 Key Principles of Election Monitoring
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formats, etc. which are completed at the same time by monitors throughout the country) saves the EMO from 
making hasty, ad-hoc, or subjective decisions or statements.

√	 Expertise about elections and election observation – Elections have their own jargon, context, and logic 
(e.g., canvassing, returning officer, voter list, run-off, party list, single non-transferable vote, etc.). Even above 
average intelligence professionals may be hard pressed to understand, much less form an opinion about, an 
election issue unless he/she is steeped in election affairs. Developing core competencies surrounding elections 
and election observation is vital. Leaders and members of an EMO cannot be confident and credible unless they 
have adequate knowledge about elections.

√	 National presence - As much as possible, an EMO should have its monitors present in all parts of the country 
hosting the election; otherwise, it must qualify in its reports that it covered only certain areas of the country. 
For example, there is a big difference between the statement, “EMO X found massive vote buying throughout 
the country from reports of monitors in all 54 provinces…” and the statement that “EMO X found massive vote 
buying throughout the country from reports of monitors from 7 provinces…”. 

√	 Relationship between the country’s election authority and the EMO - There is no single formula for 
establishing good relations between the election authority of the host country and an EMO. If it is too close 
and friendly, people will perceive that the EMO has lost its independence and charge that the EMO will see only 
the good in the election. If it is too adversarial, the EMO will likely have a difficult time getting accreditation to 
observe the election. Moreover, in the latter case, people may conclude that the EMO is totally biased against 
the election authority. Therefore, the ideal balance is a professional relationship where there is appropriate 
collaboration and exchanges of information while maintaining enough independence to criticize the EMB where 
necessary. 

√	 Adhering to a code of conduct – A set of rules about decorum, pronouncements, and behavior in public 
for members of the EMO is a necessity. The idea is to maintain the highest standards of professionalism and 
objectivity among the members. Provisions in a code of conduct typically require that a monitor keep one’s 
personal choices/favorite candidates to one’s self, not accept a gift or any token from any candidate or political 
party, not be seen in the house or campaign headquarters of any candidate or political party unless it is on 
official EMO business, etc. Much more in-depth information about principles to which domestic monitors 
should adhere can be found in the Declaration of Global Principles for Nonpartisan Election Observation and 
Monitoring by Citizen Organizations and Code of Conduct for Nonpartisan Citizen Election Observers and 
Monitors (DOGP).

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Figure 05: Electoral Cycle 
Source: ACE Project

5.2 The Electoral Cycle

An election is a continuous process and is not a one-day affair which starts when the first 
voters cast their ballot and ends when the winning candidates are announced. Elections 
are a cycle – it has no definite start, no definite end, and oftentimes the elements within 
the cycle overlap. Within it are three (3) periods which serve as a guide for stakeholders 
to identify which components of the elections must be strengthened. These are the pre-
election period, the election period and the post-election period.

Components, on the other hand, are individual activities such as registration of 
voters, campaign, and reforms which happen in each period. However, there are some 
components such as voter and civic education that are cross-cutting, and therefore held 



Countries hold regular elections to enable eligible citizens to select representatives in 
their government. Ideal elections are characterized by the following:

√ guided by clear laws and guidelines,

√ implemented by competent and non-partisan election authorities,

√ contested by political parties and candidates who enjoy equal opportunities 
at being elected and are covered by an objective and independent media,

√ free from intervention by the military or the police, and other interest   
groups, and

5.3 Why Monitor Elections?

throughout the election cycle. The diagram above, designed by the ACE Project, best 
illustrates the components contained within each election cycle period.

The degree of preparation and quality of implementation for each individual component 
of the electoral cycle impacts the overall quality of the elections. As election monitors, 
we should all be aware that these components are building blocks which complement 
and are interdependent to each other. For instance, the quality of voter registration can 
directly impact the integrity of the election results. Thus, it is important that election 
monitors are present in witnessing all stages of the electoral cycle unfold.

√ decided by voters who go to the polling stations and cast their votes freely, 
thereby resulting in the candidates who receive the highest number of votes 
being declared the winners.

If all elections fully fulfill all these elements of a free, fair, and transparent election, 
and the public has confidence in the electoral system, there is no need for election 
monitors. However, the reality we experience is often quite different from this ideal 
environment. Political, economic, social, cultural, and administrative factors often 
impede the conduct of free, fair, and transparent elections. The following have been 
known to be present in one form or another in many Asian countries, thereby distorting 
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the election process and casting doubt on official results of elections:

√ inadequate or opaque election laws and guidelines that tend more to confuse 
than to guide;

√ unscrupulous politicians, party agents, and interest groups who will go to 
any length to win elections;

√ customs, rules, and topography that result in the exclusion or marginalization 
of certain sectors of the voting population;

√ Inadequately trained, inexperienced, underfunded, weak, or partisan 
election administrators;

√ partisan, corrupt, and unprofessional media;

√ insufficient voter education, resulting in low turnout, voter confusion and 
high rates of invalid votes;

√ use of government resources to favor certain political parties or candidates

√ disorganized, hastily put-together, and/or intentionally confusing lists 
of voters the military and/or police favoring one party or candidate over 
another, either subtly or by overt partisanship and/or intimidation;

√ powerless campaign finance regulations, and use of money to intimidate, 
buy, or influence voters;

√ disorganized polling stations and vote counting centers which, intentionally 
or not, result in disenfranchising voters and impeding efforts to monitor 
vote tabulation;

√ planned and wide-spread harassment, fraud, manipulation, and use of 
violence;

√ mismanagement or fraud during the vote counting process which results in 
a loss of public confidence in the election’s integrity or, worse, an official 
vote count that does not reflect the candidates preferred by the voters;

√ questionable constituency delimitation.

37
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The above problems, entirely or in part, are usually present in countries (1) still 
transitioning to electoral democracy; (2) undergoing political upheavals; (3) that have 
been ruled by one party or leader for an excessive length of time; (4) where the election 
management body is biased or is controlled by political or other interest groups; and (5) 
where elections are not held regularly or are few and far between. Therefore, in these 
situations, election monitors perform very important functions to ensure that elections 
are held in a manner that respects the fundamental aspects of democratic elections.

By their mere presence, domestic election monitors can sometimes act as a strong 
deterrent to the commission of electoral fraud. They cannot directly stop fraud but 
the fact that they are present to record, and report instances of fraud may discourage 
persons from committing improprieties.

Election monitors can also, in some cases, be useful even when the electoral system 
itself is sound but there is a lack of public trust in the system. If they conclude and 
publicly announce that an election has been freely and fairly conducted, monitors may 
boost public confidence in the system and add to the perceived legitimacy of an election.

In all too many cases, however, there are weaknesses in the electoral system. Because 
of these problems, monitors are needed to try to prevent fraud as well as assess and 
report on the quality of the election. Problematic electoral systems call for the presence 
of election monitors whenever an election is held.

Election monitors also function as a nexus for advocacy to promote democratic 
principles and accommodate these principles in their domestic election processes. 
By communicating their findings to other election stakeholders, such as diplomats, 
intergovernmental bodies, the media, and other civil society, pressure to catalyze 
reforms can be made.

In addition to the spread of country-specific election monitoring organizations, 
regional and international election monitoring groups have also been formed to support 
democratization efforts throughout a region (or even globally) and to promote the 
sharing of best practices. In Asia, for example, the Asian Network for Free Elections 
(ANFREL) was formed in 1997 to assist election monitoring efforts in East, Southeast 
and South Asia.

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Election Monitoring is the conduct of assessing elections that is carried out by either 
international observation groups or domestic monitoring groups.

In both cases, international and domestic monitors form an organized effort to assess 
the conduct of an election process to determine whether it complies with applicable 
national legislation and international standards. EMOs bring with them the organization, 
experience, methodology, and resources to organize and implement observation efforts.

Domestic Monitors usually come from non-governmental organizations established 
for the. primary purpose of observing elections. International observers hail from 
organizations from outside the country holding the elections.

Domestic monitors and international observers complement each other. Domestic 
monitors have greater stake at the electoral process as they are citizens of the country. 
Thus, they also can make a more comprehensive observation throughout the electoral 
cycle. Meanwhile, international observers can observe from a more detached point of 
view being indirect stakeholders to the process.

International EMOs now have as much as three decades of experience, while some 
domestic monitors have been active even longer. The function of these two stakeholders 
complement each other. For instance, in severely restrictive areas, international observers 
can serve as the medium in reporting issues which domestic monitors deem too sensitive. 
Furthermore, they can also assist each other in mainstreaming and widening advocacy 
efforts on reforms.

Indeed, over the past several decades, election monitoring organizations have proliferated 
around the globe and election monitoring has become a special discipline with its own 
methodology, reporting relationships, electronic and communication support, and 
ways to measure compliance with electoral norms. On the one hand, the increased 
professionalism is good because the outcome of the monitoring process is more objective, 
reliable and representative of the situation in the entire country. On the other hand, the 
discipline of election monitoring has become an elaborate operation requiring massive 
logistics, organization, and funding, thereby overshadowing the original concept of a 
citizen-driven election monitoring movement.

5.4 Who Monitors Elections?
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The best election monitors are ordinary citizens of the country hosting the election, 
whether they are voters or not, and whether they are affiliated with an organized EMO or 
not. They are effective because they are present in all parts of the country, have a sense 
of whether there is general compliance with election law, know the electoral situation 
where they live, and most importantly, they keenly observe because they have a stake in 
the outcome of the election. Ordinary citizens may or may not be involved in partisan 
activities; their importance arises from their ability to witness a host of activities, some 
of which even long-term observers affiliated with a foreign EMO may not learn about. 
Indeed, with the spread of social media, “crowd sourcing” (where ordinary citizens can 
provide input on an issue such as an election) has become increasingly important to 
EMOs, since the aggregation of data from large numbers of people can provide a more 
comprehensive view of an election than can be obtained by even the largest EMOs.

Typically, election monitors participating in an organized effort hail either from an 
organization not based in the country holding the election (International Election 
Monitoring Organizations), or they are members of a local non-governmental organization 
(NEMOs) established for the primary purpose of observing elections. In either case, the 
purpose is to assess the conduct of an election process to determine whether it complies 
with applicable national legislation and international standards. EMOs bring with them 
the organization, experience, methodology, and resources to organize and implement 
observation efforts.

Election Monitoring Handbook

Below are other electoral stakeholders that also act as monitors. However, they differ 
from NEMOs given the nature of their role :

The local and regional media. The members of the national and local media, which 
report before, during and after balloting. They cover the candidates and the parties, the 
election authorities, the voters, some human-interest stories in which voting is featured, 
and, of course, the actual polling, counting, and announcement of results. It is therefore 
pertinent that the country ensures freedom of the press, to provide them with access in 
covering electoral events in order to help educate the voters and public and general.

However, the media should be fair and objective, since most voters form their decisions 

Other Stakeholders
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on whom to vote for on the basis of what they learn from the media. Unfortunately, 
however, many media organizations are linked to parties, candidates or even the 
government and, therefore, subtly or overtly slant news coverage to aid their preferred 
candidates or parties.

Government Officials and officers. These may include the police, local government 
officials, people who work at any level for an EMB, and sometimes the military. 
Government officials are mandated to be non-partisan since they are agents which can 
affect the course of the elections.

Furthermore, they oftentimes have access to government resources which should not 
be used during campaigns. Some or all of these groups may be charged with assisting 
election authorities in ensuring the orderly and fair conduct of elections. In India, for 
example, large numbers of government officials with impeccable credibility and huge 
trust by the citizenry are charged with monitoring Indian elections. And the Election 
Commission of Thailand (ECT) engages the services of field monitors in every village 
beginning two months before a scheduled election to report on election-related events, 
electoral violations by candidates or parties, and other information that may potentially 
hinder the voting. In addition, some informal EMOs provide information to the provincial 
offices of the ECT, thereby aiding such offices in planning their logistics, rollout, peace 
and order programs, voter education schedules, manpower deployment and similar 
support functions. Another example is the national human rights commissions, such 
as those in Nepal and the Philippines, which deploy their officers during elections to 
monitor violations on fundamental human rights.

Political Parties. Another group of effective monitors is made up of political party 
agents who gather information about the activities of their opponents. So long as they 
maintain accuracy in reporting alleged violations and other improprieties, such agents 
can help improve the quality of elections. However, if they manipulate stories, spread 
false allegations, or otherwise mislead the voters, they can do more harm than good, 
even provoking violence by aroused citizens.

Other CSOs. In addition to groups focused primarily on election monitoring, there 
are other election monitoring movements and groups that are not dedicated solely 
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to promoting clean and honest elections. For example, some non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) engaged in other causes like human rights, good governance, 
democracy, freedom of information, etc. become part-time election monitors during 
election periods.

Fake Monitors. Finally, real election monitors need to be aware of other ostensible 
EMOs which may feature a prominent leader, but which are mere shells with no 
capacity for real election monitoring and simply create “noise” during election periods. 
Even more disconcerting are spurious EMOs fronted by political parties or candidates 
to protect their votes or to neutralize political opponents. Such organizations violate the 
basic principles of election monitoring expressed in documents such as the Bangkok 
Declaration on Free and Fair Elections, which calls on monitoring groups to be 
professional and non-partisan.

A real EMO effort should be a civilian activity, one which is designed to provide an 
unbiased view of the entire process. In order to achieve that end, it must be independent 
and politically impartial. Only truly non-partisan citizen monitoring groups have the 
credibility to fairly assess whether an electoral process is genuinely democratic and 
whether the conduct of the electoral process meets the minimum standards mentioned 
above. Any member who becomes politically active in the country hosting the election 
should be required to resign so that the organization can avoid charges of bias.

Finally, it is a cardinal rule that election monitors do not assist in the conduct of the 
election. As election monitors, we report events and assess how it affects the overall 
quality of the elections.

Global Network for Domestic Election Monitors (GNDEM)

GNDEM seeks to advance the methodologies for systematic, fact-based election monitoring and 

to advance the capacities of regional networks and nonpartisan election monitoring organizations 

through sharing of knowledge and interactive communications among members. GNDEMˇs approach 

reinforces the role of regional networks where they exist and helps them develop elsewhere, while it 

encourages individual member organizations to engage with others and to draw upon the global wealth 

of experiences and best practices.
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The Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections

The objective of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections is to identify the most significant 

and widespread barriers to free and fair elections in Asia and strengthen the resolve of Asian people to 

address them by involving all relevant national, regional and international stakeholders. The Bangkok 

Declaration on Free and Fair Elections recognizes and reaffirms the rights and principles proclaimed in 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and 

the Universal Declaration on Democracy.

5.5 Key Considerations for Launching Monitoring Initiatives

Election monitoring is a major undertaking that requires deploying people who come 
from different backgrounds and specializations, creating a multi-disciplinary core team, 
applying program management skills, connecting with local and international contacts, 
planning a logistics roll-out, securing accreditation from the election authority of the 
host country, and, most importantly, securing funding. In addition to raising funds, the 
organization must be able to manage its funds in a transparent and accountable manner 
consistent with accounting best practices, the law of its own country, and the terms of 
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any financial agreement signed with a donor. After an election, the EMO must prepare a 
final report and reconcile all funds with its funding sources. All of this must be done in 
a timely manner.

The scope of monitoring varies, depending on many factors:

√  interest in the election, i.e. if the election is critical and is a seminal event in the 
country’s history;

√ cooperation of the election authority in granting accreditation to domestic monitors 
and international observers and to the media; and, most importantly,

√ the capability and resources of the EMO (management, recruitment, mobilization 
time, funding support, etc.).

In 2003, some 2,000 international observers from the United Nations, USA, Europe, 
ANFREL, and international media descended on Cambodia to monitor its election. Such 
strong interest in the election was due to the belief that the 2003 election was expected to 
be the freest election in Cambodia since the ouster of the Khmer Rouge regime. Similarly, 
international interest was quite pronounced in the 1986 snap presidential election in the 
Philippines and in the 1999 presidential election in Indonesia to replace former President 
Suharto. These elections were turning points in those countries’ histories, transitioning 
from totalitarian regimes to emering democracies.

Generally, election authorities should welcome domestic monitors and international 
observers, unless the government or EMB is insecure, is planning to subvert the election 
or the results, is suspicious of the objectivity of the domestic monitors, or, in the case 
of international observers, is sensitive to the influence of outsiders. Where monitors are 
mistrusted or unwanted, the EMB can often find ways to sabotage the election monitoring 
efforts by delaying the grant of accreditation until there is no time to mount one, or the 
EMB may insist on compliance with difficult administrative requirements and impose 
other conditions to discourage EMOs.

Election Monitoring Handbook
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A code of conduct may be developed by EMOs to be used by its entire team. This is 
important in order not to jeopardize the work of the organization, especially in terms of 
maintaining and independent and non-partisan stance. Below are some key points that 
can be used when developing the code of conduct, it is important that it conforms to the 
principles of election observation outlined in Chapter 5:

• Respect the core principles of elections and international human rights

• Respect the laws of the country, the authority of electoral bodies and national 

sovereignty

• Always maintain strict political impartiality

• Do Not Obstruct election processes

• Provide Appropriate Identification

• Maintain accuracy and professionalism of observation in Drawing Conclusions

• Refrain from making comment to the public or the media before the mission speaks.

• Maintain proper personal behavior.

Declaration of Global Principles for Non-Partisan Election Observation and 
Monitoring by Citizen Organizations

5.6 Code of Conduct for Election Monitors

EMOs that are active and experienced (whether domestic or international) tend to have 
a greater capacity to organize election monitoring efforts. Ideally, a monitoring effort 
should assess the entire election cycle, paying close attention to each component of each 
stage of the election cycle.

Principles of Election Monitoring
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Pre-election
Period

Post-
election

Election
Day

Entire period before election 
day, including campaign and 
“Cooling Day”

Opening of polling stations, 
voting process, closing, 
sounting, and consolidation

Continuation of counting, consol-
idation of results, proclamation of 
winners, submission of campaign 
finance reports, submission of 
complaints

Figure 06: Stages of the Electoral Cycle

5.7 What is Monitored?

A comprehensive election monitoring effort covers all aspects of the electoral process, 
from pre-elections, election day, and post elections. The illustrations below lay out 
the main components assessed at various stages of the election cycle. How to monitor 
each stage of the Electoral Cycle will be expounded in the succeeding portions of the 
Handbook.

From conducting interviews, taking surveys of voters (both random and targeted), 
visiting relevant stakeholders’ offices, undertaking analysis of media reports, perusing 
official documents on electoral law and rules, going on field visits, and actually 
observing voting in the polling stations, the EMO is able to prepare periodic reports 
covering the above topics before, during and after the election. While an EMO should 
monitor and report on the entirety of the electoral cycle, the most sought-after report 
from the EMO is usually that of its election day observation, i.e., its initial conclusion 
regarding whether the election was free, fair, orderly, clean, and honest. All parts of 
the electoral cycle are important and need to be monitored but the initial post- election 
report takes on outsized significance because public and media attention is greatest 
immediately after election day.

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Pre-election Election-Day Post-election

√ Legal Framework

√ Campaign Environment 

√ (Right to freedoms of 

speech, expression, and 

assembly, including media 

freedom)

√ Election Administration

√ Voter Registration, Party 

Registration, 

√ Voters education / Voter 

Awareness

√ Boundary delimitation

√ Election Violence

√ Political and Campaign 

finance

√ Behavior of government and 

public servants

√ Security

√ Monitoring groups, including 

the media

√ Participation of Women, 

Indigenous people, PWDs, 

marginalized groups

√ Media coverage

√ Election Day 
environment 

√   Cases of intimidation, 
harassment

√ Election Administration

√ Participation of 
Indigenous people, 
PWDs, marginalized 
groups

√ Voting Process

√ Closing Process

√ Counting process 

√ Announcement of 
Results (if applicable)

√   Media coverage

√ Transparency in counting 
tabulation

√ Political environment 
(incidents of violence, 
victory rallies etc.)

√ Timely and impartial 
resolution of complaints 

√ Media coverage

Principles of Election Monitoring
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√ EMB staff and commissioners – Local officials as well as national level EMB 
administrators/commissioners, etc. Deployed long-term monitors (LTs) usually are 
more focused on regional/local officials in their areas of responsibility.

√ Political candidates and party officials and their degree of adherence to the letter and 
spirit of election law as well as voluntary codes of conduct

√ Compliance with the country’s electoral laws and rules

√ Local leaders (provincial level down to the village level) – Local leaders include 
government officials as well as other influential local leaders, whether they hold 
religious, community/village, tribal, academic or any other type of leadership position 
that provides the person with an opportunity to influence others in the election 
process

√ Role of police and other security forces (such as the military)

√ Degree of peace and order throughout the country and extent to which the 
environment is conducive to holding an election

√ Role of the media, particularly those covering the election

√ Possibility for abuses of government resources to advantage certain candidates or 
parties or to disadvantage certain candidates or parties

√ Local civil society organizations and leaders, especially those involved in elections or 
human rights

√ Voters of all kinds – Interviews often take place with people encountered on the 
street, met in the market, etc. to ensure a random sampling

√ Supporters, candidates and political parties – they are most often met and interviewed 
while observing political rallies

√ Other stakeholders that play roles in the elections

5.8 Who is monitored?

Election Monitoring Handbook
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The formation of domestic groups that can monitor elections with minimal external 
assistance is an essential part of democratic development. Domestic observation is vital 
for the transparency and ownership of the electoral process, and thus it is essential that 
citizens themselves performs this important practice.

Domestic monitoring groups are also often better equipped than international observers 
in carrying out specialized observation efficiently. Examples include verifying the voter 
roll, monitoring the complaint process, documenting instances of intimidation and 
human rights abuses, and media monitoring. In addition, national civic organizations 
have an important role to play in educating voters and promoting the rule of law.

Domestic monitors should be strictly neutral and report objective findings, which can 
either highlight shortcomings in the elections or alleviate potential for conflict. This can 
be hard sometimes as domestic monitors can be subject to local pressure as they may 
live in the area and may also be perceived to lack credibility for being associated with 
civil society organizations (CSOs) and/or political and social activist groups.

The methodology employed, the accuracy of the findings set out in the reports, the 
presentation of reports, and the holding of press conferences will all influence the 
credibility of any domestic observation. If handled unprofessionally, the credibility of 
the organization may be weakened, and its importance reduced.

Monitors require training on their tasks and the purpose and objective of election 
observation. More highly specialized methodology and training is required for certain 
activities, such as campaign expenditure monitoring and monitoring the adjudication 
of election disputes. A code of conduct should also set out the main rights and duties of 
monitors, based on neutrality and objectivity.

Courtesy: ACE, the Electoral Knowledge Network Global Network for Domestic 
Election Monitors (GNDEM)
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An organization which aims to mount a credible election monitoring activity must 
understand the various needs to ensure order and efficacy. There are three critical 
elements needed for the conduct of a mission: 1. to identify the focus and objectives 
of the mission, 2. establish the data gathering methodology, analytical framework, and 
target output, 3. create a deployment structure and plan to accommodate the needs for 
the focus and methodology. The following sections will discuss how organizations can 
supply such needs:

A credible election monitoring initiative must be clear and transparent on what it 
seeks to achieve. Different organizations have varying aims and objectives and focus 
on different aspects of the elections when monitoring. Most election monitoring 
organizations conduct comprehensive election monitoring, such as those conducted by 
NAMFREL in the Philippines. This kind of initiative is done throughout the election 
cycle, which seeks to assess and dissect the conduct of the polls and how various 
election stakeholders behaved under the prevailing human rights and democratic 
conditions. The outcome of comprehensive election monitoring initiatives is cross-
cutting, and thus can give a good overall picture of the degree of freedom and fairness 
of an election. The methodologies which will be discussed in the succeeding portions 
of this handbook focuses on this kind of election monitoring.

On the other hand, there are organizations which focus and specialize on assessing 
specific elements which enable democratic elections. For instance, organizations like 
the Centre for Monitoring Election Violence (CMEV) in Sri Lanka and Odhikar in 
Bangladesh focus on monitoring instances of violence, intimidation, and coercion 
during elections. There are others which focus on the inclusion of vulnerable sectors, 
such as women, persons with disabilities, migrants, and indigenous peoples. Groups 
such as AGENDA, has been assisting PWD groups in assessing the readiness of election 

Focus and objectives of the election observation mission

Election Monitoring Methodology
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management bodies to accommodate PWDs in polling stations. Furthermore, groups 
such as iLaw in Thailand, conducts comprehensive analysis of election laws and human 
rights policies, and how these affect the quality of public participation. There are also 
organizations which specialize on monitoring media and social media behavior and 
how these affect the level and quality of awareness by stakeholders during elections. 
Among these groups are Mafindo in Indonesia, which monitors the spread of fake 
news, and Transparency Maldives which conducts a comprehensive media monitoring 
initiative during elections. Meanwhile there also those focusing on campaign finance 
or the use of money in elections such as Nepal’s Election Observation Committee 
and Institute for Political and Electoral Reforms’ (IPER) Pera at Pulitika (Money and 
Politics) which focused on candidate spending, the results of which were instrumental 
in amending and improving campaign finance regulation and enforcement.

Here are specific elements which monitoring organizations who aim to conduct 
comprehensive election monitoring should look for, a detailed explanation on how to 
assess these will be made in the succeeding chapters:

Components assessed throughout the Electoral Cycle

a. EMB staff and commissioners – the behavior and quality of management by local officials as well as 
national level EMB administrators/commissioners, etc.;

b. Political candidates and party officials and their degree of adherence to the letter and spirit of election 
law as well as voluntary codes of conduct;

c. Compliance of stakeholders with the country’s electoral laws and rules;

d. Local leaders (provincial level down to the village level) – Local leaders include government officials as 
well as other influential local leaders, whether they hold religious, community/village, tribal, academic 
or any other type of leadership position that provides the person with an opportunity to influence others 
in the election process;

e. Role of police and other security forces (such as the military);

f. Degree of peace and order throughout the country and extent to which the environment is conducive 
to holding an election;

g.  Role of the media, particularly those covering the election;

h.  Possibility for abuses of government resources to advantage certain candidates or parties or to 
disadvantage certain candidates or parties;
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a. Quality of the voter list and the voter registration process

b. Whether government officials are neutral

c. Challenges faced by vulnerable persons, including women, minorities and disabled persons

d. Whether there is freedom of movement of candidates and party agents

e. How campaigning is conducted

f. Voter education efforts, including the rolling out of election logistics and paraphernalia

i.  Local civil society organizations and leaders, especially those involved in elections or human rights;

j. Voters of all kinds – Interviews often take place with people encountered on the street, met in the 
market, etc. to ensure a random sampling;

k. Supporters, candidates and political parties – they are most often met and interviewed while observing 
political rallies;

l. Participation of vulnerable groups such as women, youth, ethnic groups, persons with disability, among 
others.

Components assessed during Pre-election Observation

a.  Opportunities for fraud, coercion, intimidation, violence

b. Whether voters have freedom of movement

c.  Whether any voters who arrive at the polling station are unable to cast ballots (number and why they 
are unable to vote)

d.  Management of the election at the polling stations

e. What, if any, role is played by the military and/or the police

f. Whether there are adequate provisions for voting by persons with disabilities, indigenous people, 
women, citizens living in other countries, the elderly, people living in religious orders, etc.

g. The role of local government or village heads

h.  Prior to the commencement of voting, whether the empty ballot boxes are shown, voting materials 
have all arrived, the station opens on time, whether there is a queue, whether party agents are present, 
whether the polling station setup will assure secrecy of voting, etc.

Components assessed during Election day Observation
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i. During the voting hours, whether there is orderly ballot distribution, reasonable management of the 
crowd, whether campaign materials are in or around the polling station at locations prohibited by law, 
whether monitors and party agents/witnesses are allowed to observe all aspects of the polling, whether 
the ballots are properly stamped and signed before issuance, whether the ballot envelopes are issued 
together with the ballot paper, whether names of voters are called out clearly, whether voters who are 
not on the list are allowed to vote or whether eligible voters are turned away based on the electoral 
law, whether voters can mark their ballots in secret without being observed by anyone, whether any 
voters are challenged, and whether all polling station officials act in a professional and neutral manner, 
have they been adequately trained, and have the reputation in the community for being neutral, etc.

j. In assessing the closing of the polls, whether the polls close on time, whether voters already in line are 
allowed to vote, whether unused ballots are counted and disposed of properly, whether the reconciliation 
of used, unused, and spoiled ballots is properly and transparently performed, and whether the counting 
and announcing of local results are performed transparently

k. Tabulation and consolidation of ballots, e.g., delivery of ballots to next level of counting and 
administration, in order to gauge the transparency of ballot transportation and consolidation/tabulation 
at every step, and determine whether the EMB has provided regulations/procedures that are followed 
throughout the closing process

a. Procedures for nationwide posting of results at the polling stations or at the election commission

b. Completion of the counting, tabulation and consolidation of results from slower reporting areas (where 
possible)

c. Whether any participants have grievances arising from the election and whether any protests are filed

d. What actions are taken in response to the filing of complaints and protests filed throughout the electoral 
cycle

e. After the declaration and certification of winners, verifying the announced results with the local posted 
results where they are known, whether losing candidates challenge the results, etc.

f. Whether any efforts to reform electoral law follow the election

Components assessed during Post-Election day Observation
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Data Gathering Methodology, Analytical Framework and Output

To produce a quality election monitoring assessment output, organizations should learn 
how to build their data gathering methodology and analytical framework which fit 
their aims. To ensure that monitors will not miss important data as they observe any 
part of the electoral process, they should be equipped with comprehensive checklists 
and data gathering tools to guide them. Later parts of this handbook will lay out some 
considerations on how to build such data gathering tools, which specifies the kinds of 
data which will be of use to create a meaningful report.

There are several sources of data for election monitors which can help provide dimensions 
to assessments. These sources of data complement each other, and all are necessary 
components in the process called “triangulation”. This is a method of analyzing data 
by noting similarities and differences in the information produced through the review 
of existing literatures, the analysis of secondhand information released by media and 
social media, and the information gathered by monitors deployed on the ground. By 
combining, an election assessment is formed. All stages and all elements of the elections 
being assessed by the monitoring mission should be subjected to the same methodology. 
It is important to make sure that all elements mentioned below are present in every 
assessment. This ensures that the information is not one-sided and is verified through 
various means, thus ensuring the integrity and veracity of the information. These 
methodologies are:

• Review of existing literatures, principles, and legal framework – these include existing laws 
governing elections and other documents which govern elections, literature on the country’s 
election and political history, international norms and principles on democracy, and other 
related literature which can help contextualize the country’s electoral and political state;

• Analysis of secondhand information – it is important to understand how the electoral 
developments are portrayed by the media, as well as how people appreciate them. These 
are	 reflected	with	news	articles	and	broadcasts	 that	happen	during	election	period.	 It	 is	
important for every election monitor to be abreast with developments day-by-day, and thus 
should	be	reflected	as	part	of	the	assessment;

• Firsthand	reports	and	interviews	by	field	monitors	–	to	ensure	the	veracity	of	the	data	we	
gather	 from	 the	 two	 previous	 sources,	 personal	 interactions	 and	 field	 observations	 can	
be utilized. The maxim for election monitors is “we report what we observe”, thus it is 
important for us to verify all data personally and religiously.
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Analysis of 

secondhand 

information
Review of existing 

Literature and 

legal framework

Firsthand reports 

and interviews by 

monitors

Election 

monitoring 

assessment

All findings must be presented through a report which can be easily shared. The mission 
report should contain all elements of the election assessed by the mission. The report 
should carefully disclose the methodology, the guidelines, sources of information, and 
recommendations of the monitoring mission. In a full election monitoring mission, 
the most common way of presenting the assessment is done in a chronological order 
from the pre-election, election, post-election assessments, and concludes with the 
presentation of recommendation.

Mission Structure and Roles

To ensure that the election monitoring activity will proceed smoothly, the structure of 
the mission must be created. The mission must identify how manpower and resources 
should be distributed, as well as the role each person will perform. Each organization 
should create their deployment structure and plan based on the mission’s objectives and 
the available resources. Thus, this part will present basic considerations.

It is therefore important to undertake a pre-election assessment of the overall electoral 
situation ahead of the elections, this includes a thorough analysis of the political 
situation. If there are constraints on the resources, the EMO can focus its work on key 
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areas or what are considered as hot spots. It is important that there is good representation 
of information from across the country in order to develop an inclusive and sound 
monitoring report.

Mission
Director

Mission 
Coordinator

Logistics 
Officer

Admin and 
Finance Officer

Electoral 
Analysts

Stakeholder 
Liaison

Field Election 
Monitors

In any organization, it is imperative for the role of everyone to be clarified to ensure the 
efficiency of the operation. Same goes true in conducting election monitoring missions. 
The structure must be rigid from the leadership, to the core team, to the field monitors. 
Monitoring missions illustrate structure this through a mission structure diagram, 
sampled above, which defines the hierarchy within the mission.

Figure 07: Model Election Monitoring Mission Structure
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• Mission Director is the most senior member of the mission who is responsible 
for the day-to-day work of the mission. The Mission director 
ensures that the mission behaves in accordance to domestic 
laws and principles of impartial election monitoring. The 
mission director is responsible with establishing relations 
and coordination with the management bodies, partner civil 

society organizations, and other stakeholders.

• Logistics Officer is the staff primarily responsible on providing all the necessary 
logistical preparations for the mission. She/he ensures that 
the equipment, premises, communication and transportation 
are all in place to accommodate the needs of the mission 
and its monitors. She/he also ensures that a proper security 
guideline is in place to mitigate any possible threats. Domestic 
election monitors can opt to eliminate this position, and have 

the mission coordinator oversee the logistical arrangements, with the help of 
local coordinators.

• Mission Coordinator serves as the chief of staff, ensuring the effective 
implementation of the election observation mission. The 

Mission Coordinator assists in managing the administrative 

staff and the long-term and short-term monitors, as well as 

overseeing their operation. Oftentimes, the mission coordinator 

coordinates the reporting and briefing of monitors. 
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• Administration and Finance Officer is the staff responsible for the development 
and management of all financial and administrative needs 
of the mission. S/he administers all payments, contract 
obligations, and budgeting to support the mission operation. 
Part of the officer’s task is to ensure that all documents 
pertaining to the mission, its members, and operation are 
kept properly. 

• Stakeholder liaison connects the mission and its monitors with relevant 
stakeholders, whether they be government officers, 
election management bodies, other stakeholders, and the 
media. Therefore, this officer is the one which handles all 
contacts of relevant people and organizations, distributes 
communication to the public, and organizes initiatives to 
promote the mission and its objectives such as conducting 
press conferences.

• Electoral Analysts are members of the mission who are primarily tasked with the 
assessment of the conduct of all stages of the elections and 
its environment. They consider several factors such as the 
degree of transparency, inclusiveness, efficiency, freedom 
of stakeholders. They conduct legal, political, media, and 
statistical analysis to provide an overall assessment of 

the mission. They also lead the writing of the reports, statements, and other 
communications, and manage the operations of the monitors in the field, as well 
as directing them on how to gather data.

Election Monitoring Methodology



• Field Election Monitors are members of the mission who are deployed on the 
ground to gather data from the field by interviewing 
local stakeholders and conducting field visits to 
verify data. These monitors must be capable enough 
to navigate local political dynamics, and contribute 
to the independent analysis of the pre-election, 
election day, and post-election processes. To ensure 

that they are well acquainted with the mission’s methodology, they should be 
briefed on how the mission will operate. Debriefing process also must be done 
after their deployment to ensure that the mission was able to process the data 
they gathered. All monitors must report to the analyst team and the mission 
coordinator regarding their activities on the field. The monitors should relay 
their findings to these officers, on a frequency identified by the mission. Most 
missions also assign state/division and district coordinators to directly supervise 
the activities of the monitors in their respective areas of deployment. There are 
two categories of monitors, depending on the length of their deployment, long-
term and short-term. 

Long-term monitors (LTs) usually are deployed in the localities a week after 
the mission was established and are asked to return a week after the election 
day. Some organizations deploy LTs in pairs and are asked to cover a big 
geographical scope. These monitors can also assist the logistics officer in 
preparing arrangements for short-term monitors (STs) who will arrive on a later 
date. They are also responsible in coordinating all short-term activities in the area 
assigned to them. On the other hand, short-term monitors (STs) are deployed on 
the field in a period of one to two weeks. They observe all activities at the end of 
the pre-election period, until the start of the post-election period. They are also 
often deployed in pairs, who will work under the guidance of the LTs. They will 
also cover a smaller geographical scope. 
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DepenDing on the size anD capacity of the eMo, the structure can vary, however, below 
is a suggesteD structure to be able to Make a coMprehensive observation:

Position Role Station Duration Needs

Mission Director -as explained above- Headquarters/ 
Capital

Full-time one

Mission Coordi-
nator / National 
Coordinator

-as explained above- Headquarters/ 
capital

Full-time one

Logistics, Finance 
and Administra-
tive staff

-as explained above- Headquarters/
capital

Full-time One or two

Electoral Analysts -as explained above- Headquarters/ 
capital

Full-time One or two

Media and Stake-
holders Liaison 

-as explained above- Headquarters/ 
Capital

One

State/ Division/
Regional Coordi-
nators

• They recruit district or 
township coordinators 
(depends on them if 
they want district or 
township level) 

• They supervise the 
work of the district or 
township coordinators

• They coordinate 
information from 
headquarters to district/
township coordinators

• They coordinate with 
state level officials, as 
needed by HQ

• They provide trainings 
to district coordinators 
and monitors

In respective 
states/ regions

It can be 
full-time, 
depending 
on needs 
and available 
resources 
they can 
start 6 
months or 
earlier before 
elections 
and few 
months after 
elections

One in each state 
or it depends how 
many states will 
be covered as 
determined during 
the pre-assessment

• They can be 
gathered at 
one sitting 
by national 
coordinator to 
receive uniform 
instructions; 
some sort of 
training



District or Town-
ship Coordinators 
(to be deter-
mined by EMO, 
depending on 
their network or 
needs)

• To take charge of 
recruiting and training 
volunteers/ monitors

• To make observations 
in his/her area of 
responsibility during 
pre-election and post-
election period

• He/she directly reports 
to the state/regional 
coordinator

• He/she is responsible in 
collecting reports from 
field monitors during 
election day

• He/she do mobile 
monitoring during 
election day

• They determine polling 
stations where monitors 
will observe

In respective 
districts or 
townships 

Can be same 
duration 
with state 
coordinators 
or a little 
after

• Numbers 
depend on how 
many townships 
are intended to 
be covered by 
the EMO; 

• One in each 
township;

• Training to 
be provided 
by state 
coordinators 
or national 
coordinator

Field Election 
Monitors

• They are monitors 
stationed in their 
assigned polling stations

• They observe the 
process from opening 
to counting following a 
checklist provided by 
the HQ

• They submit report to 
township coordinators, 
or if there is an online 
mechanism, they can 
directly submit to HQ

They are in 
polling stations

Election Day HQ determines 
how many it can 
support or how 
many are needed;

Coordinators are 
responsible in 
recruiting monitors

They will need 
training

Position Role Station Duration Needs
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Volunteer Recruitment and Training

Briefings and debriefings are important to ensure that the uniformity of information 
received and relayed by field monitors. This sets an opportunity for the monitors to get 
vital information regarding the environment in which they will be working in. To do 
this, it is crucial that points of view from other stakeholders are gathered. Thus, during 
briefings and debriefings, missions can invite security officers, other CSOs, human 
rights workers, and even the election commission to provide some input. National 
election monitoring organizations usually have a network across the country. They can 
also partner with other organizations with different mandate to utilize their network in 
order to have credible monitors on the ground. They may come from youth, women, 
farmers, or, workers organizations.

State and township coordinators should be trained by the NEMOs national office and be 
provided with orientation on what are expected from them. They should also be given 
instructions on how they can recruit monitors to monitor during election day.

Meanwhile, NEMOs sometimes also carry out voter education. This is an effective 
platform when recruiting monitors to be deployed on election day. Usually, the youth 
are eager to participate in the process if given the proper tools. Voters education 
campaigns in schools or universities can be used as platform to encourage the youth to 
sign up as monitors in their respective townships.

Handling Challenges and Risks

Monitors may encounter risky situations in the course of their work. These may come 
in the form of legal challenges or risks to their persons or properties. The general policy 
is to avoid, if possible, any risky situation, and get the needed data by safer means. 
National election monitoring organizations must be prepared in handling any risks or 
challenges which can confront any member of the monitoring effort. In this case, it 
is important that a risk assessment is done, which identifies possible risks, and give 
instructions on how the mission should respond.
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If the legality of the monitor and his/her action is questioned, the basic right of every 
citizen to the exercise of suffrage should be invoked. This is an internationally recognized 
right cited in all international agreements including the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights (UDHR) and enshrined in the 2008 constitution of Myanmar. The right 
of suffrage includes the right to vote and be voted upon in any election, and the right to 
observe the election process.

When monitors are placed in any situation that may endanger their lives and properties, 
they must immediately disengage and proceed to a safer location.
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An election is considered successful when most stakeholders accept its outcome as 
legitimate. In Asia, it is a rare occurrence that our elections are considered successful 
– candidates often perceive an election to be a success only if they win, otherwise, if 
the election is a failure. This is the reason why election monitors, especially domestic 
election monitors, are important. As impartial agents, election monitors have the duty to 
relay an assessment of the election which considers the prevailing norms and principles 
of democratic elections, thus shielding the process against any misinformation and 
undue influence.

As we have discussed in the previous chapters, elections are not a one-day affair. It is a 
cycle made up of many stages, all of which are important to observe in order to give us 
an idea on whether an election is legitimate, free, and fair.

An election can be compared to a game, which has rules. There must be an independent 
referee who will look at all angles to ensure that all players follow the rules. All rules 
should be applied evenly, regardless of the date, time, and who are the players. In an 
election, rules refer to the Constitution, electoral laws of a country and instructions, 
directives and guidelines released by election management bodies. This part deals on 
how we, as election monitors, can ensure that the rules are followed and implemented 
evenly.

Deployment area considerations. In gathering data, it is also important to ensure that 
the data gathered is not tilted to reflect only a segment of the population. For instance, 
it is not a good practice to focus only on observing procedures in urban settings. 
Rural voters, with certainty, have views and experience the processes differently in 
comparison with their urban counterparts. Balancing the deployment to cover areas 
of different social and political settings will ensure that different points of view are 
considered into the assessment. Therefore, in gathering data from the field, missions 
ought to consider the following when distributing monitors:
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Assessing the political system under which an election is held and reviewing whether 
all political parties, including those representing minorities, enjoy equal access to the 
entire electoral process is fundamental to gauging whether an election is free. Close 
examination of campaign hindrances by state-sponsored agents (police/military, 
vigilantes) and the effectiveness of reasonable restrictions on the use of money, muscle 
and manipulation also helps determine the degree of electoral freedom. Finally, 
determining the extent to which breaches of codes of conduct and human rights 
violations go unpunished is a key in determining how free an election is.

Most organizations conduct a process called pre-election assessment to gain an 
understanding the factors which can affect the conduct of the polls. This is primarily 
done at most a month before the launch of the monitoring mission. A pre-election 
assessment begins with a review and analysis of the applicable election laws in order 
to determine whether such laws meet basic international commitments and practices. 
Besides the election law, a range of legislation on related matters including the law 
on political parties, citizenship laws, voter registration laws, campaign finance laws, 
media laws, and possibly even elements of the criminal code and administrative code, 
decrees and regulations need thorough assessment. A sound pre-election assessment 
contains the following:

• Urban vs rural settings

• Peaceful areas vs areas with history of conflict

• Non-competitive areas vs competitive areas

• Political centers of power vs periphery

• Other considerations such as vote-rich areas, military outposts, industrial zones, 
ethnic dominant areas, and political dynasty bailiwicks

From here, organizations should identify where each monitor should be deployed.

Conducting a Pre-election Assessment

7.1 Pre-election Period
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a. Existing legal provisions governing the elections;

b. Which are the civil society, media, and other entities have the most impact in the 

process;

c. What are the activities of the various stakeholders;

d. Appointment procedure for selection of members and officials of election management 

body (EMB)

e. Extent of the EMB’s independence, autonomy and public interaction

f. Degree of impartiality shown by the EMB

g. Perceived degree of legitimacy/acceptance of the EMB by parties and voters

h. Perceived quality of the EMB’s delivery of services in elections

i. Perceived degree of the EMB’s transparency

j. Degree of freedom of political parties, alliances and candidates to organize, travel 

about, assemble and express their views publicly

k. Fairness of access to state resources made available for the election

l. Fairness of access by political parties, alliances and candidates to the media, the state 

media

m. Registration of voters without discrimination based on gender and racial or ethnic 

origin

n. Conduct of polling and counting of votes in prior elections and extent to which there 

was compliance with the electoral law.

o. Provisions of the law should ensure that an objective, unbiased, independent, and 

effective organization to administer elections is in place with careful attention to 

provisions for appointment, remuneration, duties, powers, qualifications, and reporting 

structure of electoral staff.

It is important for election monitoring organizations to be well acquainted with the 
legal framework and system used to hold elections. These are the rules of the game, 
and thus monitors should be able to express if there are provisions which favor or 
disadvantage some players. This is the primary consideration in gauging how level and 
how democratic the playing field is. Furthermore, it also sets the how the government, 

Assessing the Election System and Laws
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Possible guide questions for assessment:

Possible guide questions for assessment:

a. Does the legal framework ensure an inclusive and competitive process?

b. Is the legal framework readily available, complete, and understood by all stakeholders?

c. Were there any late changes to the legal framework? Did this create concern or 

confusion?

d. Does the electoral system, including boundary delimitation, provide for equal suffrage? 

Are there sectors that are excluded from the process?

a. Who are the members of the election commission? What is their background prior to 

appointment? Do they have connections with parties, controversial personalities and 

interest groups?

b. Are vulnerable sectors represented? Women? Ethnic? Civil society?

The independence of a central election commission is enhanced if it is composed of 
respected and suitably qualified individuals and nominated by a balance of interests at 
all levels, staff must have the necessary qualifications to perform well; staff should also 
be insulated from bias and political pressure. Adequate advance training is imperative 
for all election officials. All electoral activities, including the decision-making process, 
the legal process, and the organization of events, should be conducted in a wholly 
transparent manner. The work of the EMB should be collegial, nonpartisan, transparent, 
and independent of the authorities and other political influences. In addition, the 
administrative structure needs broad public support if it is to be viewed as credible.

media, the civil society, and political parties ought to behave. Thus, in assessing laws, 
it is also important to contextualize how they are formed, and how it affects the overall 
quality of the elections.

Independence of Election Management Bodies and Administration
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c. What are the governing rules on appointing election commissioners? Are they 

transparent? Fair?

d. How does the election management body function? How is it funded? How much 

funding is it allocated? How well are the bureaucrats performing?

e. Has the body been fair in implementing election rules and regulations? Do they favor a 

certain party?

f. How well do they communicate with the other election stakeholders? What degree of 

trust do they enjoy?

As election monitoring organizations, it is important to assess the degree of freedom 
the media and other civil society organizations experiences. Both institutions should be 
able to perform their respective roles of ensuring the voters are well acquainted with 
information which could make participation during elections meaningful and perform 
checks and balance on the wide authority exercised by the election commission and 
other government agencies during election period.

Assessing Civil Society and Media Engagement

Possible guide questions for assessment:

a. Who are the civil society actively involved during elections? What are their objectives? 

Are they non-partisan?

b. What activities are the civil society and media doing during elections? What election 

related activities did they perform to promote meaningful participation during 

elections?

c. Who are the leaders of these institutions? Who funds them? How many people did they 

deploy?

d. Did they face any restrictions on their activities? In the accreditation? In what form?

e. How fair are they in covering the election management body and the political parties? 

Do they enjoy the trust of the voters?

f. For civil society organizations, did they deploy monitors on the ground? How many? 
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How do they operate? Do they work with other organizations or perform their tasks 

individually?

g. What is their opinion in the electoral process and the campaign? What key issues are 

they trying to cover?

h. Are they confident about the elections? The EMB? The government bureaucracy? The 

media? Other interest groups?

i. Do the people have trust in the elections?

Even free and fair elections can be problematic if the voters are unprepared to vote 
when they show up at the polls. Thus, election monitors need to ascertain information 
about each of the following well before election day:

Fair constituency delimitation procedures will consider a range of information, 
including available demographic information, territorial integrity, geographical 
distribution, topography, etc. If delimitation is based on census data, then there should 
be an assessment of whether the census was reasonably accurate. Further, polling 
stations should be distributed to guarantee equal access within each constituency.

Constituency Delimitation

Voter Awareness

a. Reasonability and level of acceptance of the constituency structure (through public 

consultation) 

b. Availability of information about constituencies and lower level districts (demarcation, 

size, number of seats) 

c. Fairness and effectiveness of rules for constituency boundary delimitation and seat 

allocation and whether rules are, in fact, being followed 

d. Degree of access permitted to concerned stakeholders to review proposed form of 

ballot, ballot box and electronic voting machine
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a. Design and distribution of UEC (information/education/ communication) materials and 

the degree of their simplicity and clarity. 

b. Percentage of first-time voters exposed to voter education to facilitate their active 

participation 

c. Recognition of historically marginalized groups and how their distinct needs are being 

addressed

a. Process adopted for voter registration 

b. Proportion of voting age population registered to vote 

c. In terms of voting age population, percentage of those eligible to vote for the first time 

in the election and extent to which they have actually registered to vote 

d. Percentage of registered voters who are women 

e. Whether voter registrars display bias based on gender, age, 

Literature should be widely available and should be published in the various national 
languages to help ensure the meaningful participation of all eligible voters. Voter 
education should encourage participation by all, including members of ethnic groups 
and women. Multimedia methods should be employed to provide effective civic 
education to people with various levels of literacy. Voter education campaigns should 
extend throughout the territory of the country, including rural and outlying areas. 
Similarly, funding and administration should be provided for objective, non-partisan 
voter education and information campaigns. The voter education campaign should be 
based upon the voting experience of the population. The public should be well informed 
as to where, when, and how to vote. The public should also be educated as to why 
voting is important.

Even if voters have a basic understanding of voting, there may be chaos on election day 
if the voter registration process has been plagued with problems. Among the issues to 
consider are the following:

Voter Registration
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f. ethnicity or religious or regional affiliation 

g. Ability of qualified people to register with a minimum of inconvenience 

h. Presence of appropriate mechanisms for ensuring that the voter list is accurate 

i. Presence of appropriate mechanisms to allow the public to have confidence that the 

voter list is accurate 

j. Whether the criteria for registration are reasonable and comply with accepted 

international standards

A comprehensive and inclusive voter registration process is key to ensuring universal 
suffrage and the enjoyment of the fundamental right to vote and to be elected. The 
principle of equal access (justice), principle of equal opportunity (fairness), and ensuring 
public confidence and inclusion are the key elements for consideration to ensure a 
clean and transparent voter roll. If advance registration of voters is proposed, the 
process must be carefully constructed to ensure fairness and effectiveness of provisions 
concerning elector qualifications, residence requirements, election lists, registers, and 
the means provided for challenging those documents. Voter lists should be available to 
all interested parties.

As monitors, it is essential to meet with various political parties and candidates to 
inquire about their views and campaign related issues. As monitors, feel free to observe 
campaign rallies, debates, and other public engagements between the parties and other 
stakeholders. These will enable monitors to be acquainted with the policies that they 
want to implement, as well as the rhetoric they use to attract support. Monitors should 
also be aware of the membership and leadership structure of these parties, and how 
internal decision making is made, as well as how marginalized sectors such as PWDs, 
LGBTs, ethnic minorities, women and youth are accommodated as members.

Assessing Political Party Engagement
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Possible guide questions during assessment:

a. Do they have any comments or difficulties regarding the candidates registration 

process?

b. What are the main platforms of the candidates and parties? Which policies are they 

prioritizing? Do these campaign promises address the interests of marginalized sectors?

c. Which campaign methodologies do they use to attract supporters? Do all of them have 

access to public or private media? Do they use the social media to campaign?

d. Are these parties portrayed in the media in a balanced and equitable way?

e. Can all political parties campaign freely? Do any of them experience any intimidations? 

Threats? Other interference to their campaigns?

f. Do they have problems with campaign financing? Misuse of public resources?

g. How do they perceive the playing field–level or not?

Once you have determined if the voters are educated and properly registered, then 
monitors need to review whether candidates and parties have been properly allowed 
to participate in the electoral process. Among the issues to examine are the following:

Assessing Candidate Registration

a. Ability of parties and candidates who meet registration requirements to complete 

registration on a non-discriminatory basis 

b. Ability of independent candidates to register if they fulfill legal requirements 

c. Any restrictions imposed on party registration 

d. Whether candidates and parties are listed on ballots in a fair and non-discriminatory 

manner 

e. Whether state resources are unfairly used to benefit certain political parties and 

candidates
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a. Are there campaign finance regulations which guide political party spending? Are they 

being implemented well? 

b. How is campaign finance monitored? What are the procedures for declaring 

contributions received and expenditure? Which government entity receives these 

reports? What are the sanctions for non-submission? 

c. Whether there is fair and non-discriminatory access of candidates and parties to state-

owned media 

d. If there is a system for allocating public funds to candidates and political parties, 

whether it is fairly and equitably implemented 

e. Whether there is adequate recourse if bias is displayed in the state media 

f. Whether state resources are unfairly used to benefit certain political parties and 

candidates

One of the key indicators in predicting how well the voting process will go is to examine 
what has transpired during the campaign period. The amount of resources available 
and how these are distributed among the candidates are also directly impact the level 
of fairness of the playing field. In this regard, it is imperative that limits on spending 
by the party and contributions by supporters are clearly defined. A set of regulations 
or legislations must be present, which will explicitly describe which contributions 
and financial transactions by the party or candidate are acceptable. Issues to consider 
include the following:

The provisions regarding registration of parties and candidates must be applied equally 
to all candidates and parties. The registration requirements for candidates and parties 
should be clear and predictable and should not involve potentially discriminatory 
demands such as excessive deposits, mandatory regional support or party representation, 
or an unreasonable number of names on registration petitions. There should be no 
restrictions on candidates for reasons such as race, sex, religion, political affiliation, 
ethnic origin, or economic status.

Assessing Campaign Finance and Access to Resources
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Advance voting is a process by which voters who cannot vote within their constituencies 
on election day are given the opportunity to vote ahead of time. As election monitors, 
it is our duty to ensure that advance voting procedures are given the same amount of 
attention as the actual election day. Advance voting provisions should be designed to 
encourage the broadest possible participation, without compromising electoral security. 
Voters with special needs (such as the disabled, elderly, students, conscripts, workers, 
foreign service personnel, and prisoners who have retained voting rights) should be 
accommodated, without compromising electoral security. There are considerations 
which are unique to advance voting, since usually, these are held at a longer period, 
and require complicated logistical arrangements in order to ensure that the ballots will 
be delivered and counted accordingly. Therefore, election monitors should prepare and 
be aware of the following:

Assessing Advance Voting

a. What laws or guidelines govern the holding of the advance voting? Who are eligible to 

vote in advance? 

b. What are the requirements needed to register as an advance voter? Where and how 

can they register? 

c. Does the election commission create a separate voter list for advance voters? How do 

they ensure that the advance voters cannot vote again on election day?

d. What is the procedure for advance voting? How long is advance voting being held? 

Where should advance voters go to vote? Are they secure? Who are the polling officers 

and how are they selected? 

e. Are there any differences on advance voting procedures and the election day voting 

procedures? If yes, what are those? Does it affect the integrity of election process? 

f. How do they secure the ballots and other election paraphernalia? Where are they kept? 

Who has custody over them? 

g. How are the ballots counted? How are they tabulated?

7.2 Election Day (Voting and Counting)

Election Monitoring Handbook
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Election day observation can be a very individual experience, depending on the area 
of deployment and the set of circumstances confronted by each monitoring team at the 
polling stations they visit. Some monitors may encounter significant problems, others may 
find no problems, and still others may see a mixed picture. The methodology for election 
day observation is both qualitative and quantitative. The basic aim of observing elections 
at the polling station level is to assess whether voting and counting occur in a correct and 
orderly manner and in accordance with electoral regulations, international commitments, 
and other universal principles. As an organized NEMO, volunteers/monitors at the 
polling stations level are to note all important events through a checklist, for urgent 
matters, they should be reported immediately to the headquarters. To ensure one, unified 
stand, the headquarters should be the one to make public statements. If a monitor’s safety 
is at risk, need to disengage, or immediately report to relevant authorities, and report to 
headquarters. In addition to filling out forms, monitors are asked to provide comments on 
noteworthy observations or impressions, both on their forms and in oral debriefings. They 
may sometimes be asked to prepare separate written reports on incidents or observations.

Assessing Election Day Voting

 ANFREL Observers Observing the Opening Poll in Yangon in 2017 By-elections
Source: ANFREL



a. Surveying the area for signs of campaign materials or campaign activity in, on, or 

around the polling station 

b. Keeping an eye on the orderliness of voting 

c. Viewing the crowds around the polling station to detect the possible presence of non-

voters and other unauthorized persons 

d. Any evidence of intimidation or disturbance 

e. Incidents of voters being offered any inducements to vote in a particular manner (vote 

buying) 

f. Presence of security personnel and whether their behavior is appropriate

g. Ability of disabled voters to access the polling station 

h. Ascertaining the process for selecting polling station officials

i. Whether the division of labor among the officials at the polling station is efficient for 

processing voters and securing distribution of ballots 

j. Competence of the polling station officials 

k. Dispatch of ballots and other voting materials and their security for the period prior to 

election day 

l. Sufficiency of number of ballots and other polling materials initially received (and 

whether they are the correct ballots for the polling station) 

m. Total number of voters on the voter list for the polling station and the number of voting 

throughout the day to determine the turnout trends 

n. Provision for a supplementary voter list for sick and elderly voters voting at home by 

mobile ballot box and, if so, any unusually high number of names on the supplementary 

voter list 

o. Any incidents of disturbances, irregularities, or complaints occurring and the redress 

procedure 

p. Whether there are present at the polling station one or more representatives of 

parties and/or candidates, domestic or international election observers, or media 

representatives 

On election day, election monitors arrive at the polling station 30 to 60 minutes before 
the voting is scheduled to commence. Upon arrival, monitors should start to review all 
the following items and continue to keep many of these issues in focus throughout the 
voting day:
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q. Whether unauthorized persons are in restricted areas 

r. Whether there is overcrowding at the polling station 

s. Whether correct and complete information is on display for voters 

t. How to assess each step in the voting procedure to make sure that it is being properly 

implemented 

u. Incidents of voters being turned away because their names did not appear on the voter 

list 

v. Addressing the problems associated with voters not possessing appropriate 

identification 

w. Determining whether ballot papers and other documentation are properly signed/

marked/stamped 

x. Whether there is adequate secrecy provided for marking ballots

While many of the foregoing items are straightforward and require little explanation, 
monitors need to understand detailed provisions regarding the form of ballots, the 
design of ballot boxes and voting compartments, and the manner of polling help to 
ensure free and fair elections. These provisions help protect the process from fraudulent 
practices and promote the secrecy of the vote. Ballots should be worded clearly and 
contain information that is identical in all native languages. To avoid fraud and to give 
each participant an equal chance, however, the positions of candidate and party names 
should be rotated on the ballot. Further, the ballot form should consider various levels 
of literacy in the country. Enough quantities of voting materials should be available 
at each polling place. Polling personnel should have clear guidance in admitting and 
identifying qualified voters. The questions that are put to the voters should be limited 
by statute. Further, election monitors should watch for evidence of voter intimidation 
or discriminatory treatment of voters.

It is especially important for monitors to be present at the closing of the polls and the 
counting of the ballots. Counting should be open to official observation by concerned 
parties, including national and international observers. All issued, unissued, or damaged 
ballot papers must be systematically accounted for. The processes for counting votes, 
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verification, reporting of results, and retention of official materials must be secure and 
fair. Recount procedures should be available in case of questionable results. Ideally, 
alternative, independent verification procedures such as parallel vote tabulation will 
be in place. Monitors should determine whether individuals who are denied voting 
rights have access to substantive redress. The right to challenge election results and 
for aggrieved parties to seek redress should be provided by law. The petition process 
should set out the scope of available review, procedures for its initiation, and the 
powers of the independent judicial body charged with such review. As an organized 
NEMO, volunteers/monitors at the polling stations level are to note all important events 
through a checklist, for urgent matters, they should be reported immediately to the 
headquarters. To ensure one, unified stand, the headquarters should be the one to make 
public statements. If a monitor’s safety is at risk, need to disengage, or immediately 
report to relevant authorities, and report to headquarters.

After the polls have closed, it is especially important that monitors pay close attention 
to all of the following details, since what happens between the end of voting and the 
announcement of official results is usually determinative of whether the election is 
clean and fair or whether it is hijacked by a party or candidate:

Closing of Polls

a. Accounting for unused ballots and determining the number of persons who voted 

b. Status of ballot box seals 

c. Determination of the fairness and impartiality of the count

d. Appreciation and Reconciliation of valid and invalid votes 

e. Completion of protocols and attachment of complaints

f. Technical shortcomings and serious/deliberate irregularities 

g. Integrity and accuracy of counting 

h. Transparency of tabulation 

i. Availability of results to interested members of the public 

j. Prevention of undue delay Observation by party agents and candidates
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The announcement of results is clearly an important part of any election process and, 
to the extent possible, the EMO should be on hand to review the results. However, if 
announcement of results is not expected until well after the election, then it may not be 
possible for the EMO to maintain a presence in country for an extended period. If all 
monitors have left by the announcement of official results, the EMO will necessarily 
have to follow this process remotely through affiliated local organizations, if applicable, 
or through the media and the EMB’s web site.

Announcement of Results

7.3 Post-Election

During the immediate post-election period, the EMO looks for possible signs
of trouble, including:

a. Unreasonable delays in the announcement of results and the reasons for such delays 

b. Unbalanced or insufficient supervision of the tabulation of results 

c. Failure to publish detailed results down to the district and polling-station levels 

d. Whether announced results are consistent with published results posted at counting 

stations. 

e. Discrepancies between results announced on election day and the results at any level 

of election administration 

f. Whether official election results differ from those calculated by key election stakeholders 

(main contesting political parties and election monitoring organizations). Monitoring 

the Electoral Dispute Resolution (EDR) process related to complaints regarding voting, 

counting and election results. 
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In observing the EDR process, an EMO tries to ascertain:

a. Whether election officials and complainants are aware of the complaint procedures. 

b. Whether the EMB has an effective investigation mechanism for the collection of 

evidence regarding complaints lodged with it. 

c. Whether the applicable legal framework provides for the filing and the fair and timely 

resolution of complaints. (Indeed, the handling of election complaints may be a useful 

indicator of the overall rule of law in the host country and the electorate’s confidence in 

such system may reflect the level of public confidence in the integrity of the country’s 

judiciary.) 

d. Whether the election laws are frequently violated with impunity and whether those 

charged with enforcing the laws act without partisanship or in a corrupt manner. 

e. Whether election stakeholders have enough information about how to file electoral 

complaints. 

f. Whether election stakeholders can participate in the electoral complaint and resolution 

process. 

g. Whether EMBs provide voter education information to ensure that contesting political 

parties and candidates understand the electoral complaint process. 

EMOs play close attention to complaints regarding voting, counting and election results 
to ascertain whether procedures to receive and resolve election complaints are adequate 
in theory and in practice. An EMO will follow complaints and appeals to determine 
whether they are resolved pursuant to the EDR mechanism and complaint procedures 
outlined in the election law. Election monitors from Myanmar can refer to the Pyithu 
and Amyotha Hluttaw Election Laws to better ascertain whether the EDR process was 
conducted well.

To monitor the EDR process, organizations may have to apply with the UEC to gain 
accreditation to access this part of the election. Designated monitors will then be issued 
identification cards which will allow them access within the premises of where the 
hearings are conducted. To facilitate the application for accreditation, they will have to 
write a letter to the management body specifying that they will monitor the entire EDR 
process in Naypyidaw UEC, or in Public Sessions Office.

Monitoring the EDR Process
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If possible, an EMO may observe hearings and adjudications to determine whether:

h. Adjudication of complaints is undertaken in a transparent and impartial manner. 

i. Procedures allow for a complainant to submit evidence (either in writing or orally) and 

for a defendant to respond to the evidence. 

j. Decisions are based on the available evidence and are free of political consideration. 

k. An adjudicator has a conflict of interest with any party to the complaint or in the 

outcome of the complaint. 

l. Undue delays in deciding cases are used to manipulate the dispute resolution process 

and deny justice to aggrieved parties. 

m. Delays are due to insufficient capacity, or whether they are politically influenced. 

n. Challenges to the election results are adjudicated before the results are certified. 

For countries just emerging from sustained conflict, the post-election period can be a 
particularly sensitive time for political parties and candidates, as well as for voters. This 
may be the case whether the old political regime is victorious at the polls. Further, the 
election may not result in putting to rest the political conflicts that preceded it.

Election monitors should attempt to observe any reported incidents of election related 
human rights violations, such as post-election harassment, intimidation or violence, as 
well as any arrests or detentions related to the election. Monitors also need to be alert 
to the possibility that political parties or other stakeholders may organize protests or 
demonstrations in the days following the announcement of results, especially if they 
have reason to question the official results.

Immediate post-election environment
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At some point (usually within 48 hours of the end of voting), each EMO is likely 
to issue its initial assessment of the election. In preparing for the issuance of such a 
statement, it is extremely important to consider each of the following:

Possible questions:

a. Are there any instances of violence after the elections?

b. How do the voters see the results? Are they acceptable to them?

c. How is the election management body managing the counting and tabulation? 

d. How are they going to proceed with the EDR process? What complaints do they have?

e. What initiatives do the media and the civil society have after the elections? What are 

the most significant issues they saw during the entire process?

f. What reform initiatives are the stakeholders going to prioritize?

7.4 Reporting Your Findings 

Preparation for issuance of the initial statement 

• Prepare an independent post-election statement based on the findings of the overall 

mission 

• Seek maximum media coverage 

• Deliver the statement in a timely manner while the media are still interested

• Refrain from going public with a preliminary post-election statement until confident 

that there is enough information to support it 

• Note the continuing nature of the mission and be sure to cover all significant pre-

election and election day issues, including a list of all significant findings and concerns 
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Considerations that apply to issuing joint post-election statements with other EMOs 

• The potential advantage of the international community speaking with one voice 

• Making the statement more accurate and objective by calling on a larger number of 

field monitor reports 

• Candid discussions to arrive at an agreed joint statement 

• Reduction of the ability of other parties to engage in “forum shopping” to support their 

own agendas 

• Partnering only with organizations that are intent on an objective assessment of the 

process 

• Confirming that meaningful assessment of the election process must be based on the 

process in its entirety 

• Understanding that any organization that is intent on commenting on a process based 

on a limited observation, or pushing their own organizational agenda, will not be an 

effective partner

Counteracting the appeasement phenomenon 

• Refrain from the tendency to offer “something for all” in post-election reporting. In 

reporting, it is inevitable that actors who did wrong will react negatively. “What we see 

is what we report.” 

• Refrain from making inconsistencies between the post-election statement and the final 

report. For example, avoid issuing a very negative post-election statement but then 

offering a more conciliatory, positive final report and avoid the reverse (i.e., publishing 

an initial positive post-election statement and a very negative final report) 

• Unless there are significant, substantive developments after the initial post-election 

statement, or additional information or documentation on election violations indicating 

serious problems in the final stages of the vote tabulation is discovered, the post-

election statement and the final report should be similar in their tone and overall 

assessment. 
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Reconciling the individual experience with the organization’s overall experience 

• Recognize that individual views on the conduct of elections often depend on Individual 

assessment and impressions 

• Understand that individual comments to persons outside one’s own organization, 

prior to the group statement, are out of place and are a serious breach of the code of 

conduct; the reason for this is not to restrict a diversity of opinion on the election but 

to prevent publication of premature individual opinions 

• The conclusion can only be a group conclusion based on group experience 

For the host government, there is, obviously, a lot at stake when it comes to the assessment 
of their election process. The consequences of an election assessment should not be 
underestimated. The international community has come to recognize the expression 
of the will of the population through a genuine election as the basis of legitimacy of 
government, and it is often found among the conditions for establishing diplomatic 
relations, admission to an inter-governmental organization, and for the extension of 
bilateral and multilateral financial assistance and cooperation agreements. Therefore, 
an observation mission has a responsibility to undertake an objective observation in line 
with a consistent methodology. No pressure from any quarter should substantively alter 
the final assessment. It is the responsibility of any observation mission to make sure 
that the final assessment is accurately transmitted to the public without being unduly 
influenced by third parties. It is up to the observation mission to assure that the correct 
assessment is made and that it reflects the observation group’s findings on the ground. 
Such assessments cannot be negotiated or re-written after they have been drafted in a 
manner that accurately reflects the mission findings.

As noted above, most monitoring groups will issue a preliminary statement a day or 
two after the polls close. The statement is issued before the final official results of 
the election are known or, in some instances, even before the preliminary results are 
known.
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Of course, it is not the function of an election observation effort to certify the results 
of an election. Instead, during the period immediately following the voting, an EMO, 
based on its assessment, can comment on (1) whether it appears that the results are 
being reported accurately, honestly and in a timely manner; (2) how election disputes 
are being handled by the EMB; and (3) the post-election environment, in particular 
whether it is professional and tranquil or whether it is marked by confusion, violence, 
and intimidation.
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Conclusion

Conclusion8

Conducting election monitoring is not an easy feat – each member of the monitoring 
group should be able to navigate the complexities of logistical preparations, deployment, 
reporting, and engaging with other election stakeholders. However, as citizens and 
advocates for public participation, it is our duty to ensure that our electoral processes 
remain to be “for the people and by the people.” Only through functioning elections and 
political processes can we truly address the needs of citizens and fulfill their aspirations 
– both of which are carried in every ballot of every voter. Thus, every ballot is sacred 
and should be protected, should be counted, especially in a country whose history is as 
complex as Myanmar. 

Monitoring elections does not stop with ensuring a good electoral process. Another 
important factor we should consider as we assess our elections is whether fundamental 
rights such as those of free expression, assembly and association are embedded in these 
processes. An electoral process which do not respect these fundamental rights is hollow 
and is not a genuine democratic exercise.

There is not one correct way to conduct election monitoring. This Handbook does 
not wish to impose a certain mold of how election monitoring should be conducted, 
but rather provide an information on the common and good practices other election 
monitors perform. Furthermore, this Handbook contains the basic concepts which we 
hope domestic monitors will build upon a process of election monitoring which reflects 
their rich history and culture of democracy building. 

ANFREL is glad that it became a part of Myanmar’s transition towards a more 
democratic rule. While space for public participation in governmental affairs has been 
established in the country since the historic 2015 elections, much still needs to be 
addressed to fully realize a true democracy. However, ANFREL is also a witness to the 
unflinching dedication of the civil society of Myanmar to enact reforms and improve 
public institutions. We, as partners in this journey, are glad to be of assistance through 
this Handbook, and through the other efforts we are performing in partnership with 
like-minded institutions, both from the domestic and international spheres.
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Annexes 9

9.1 Pre-Election Report

Election Monitoring Handbook

N.B. Do not forget that you must do two things: you must write `Yes’ or `No’ for each 
column but you must also write some text in the left hand column to explain your 
answer to the question.

State/Region

District 

Name of observers

Period of observation

1. Summary

This section should be a very short overview of your observations during this 
period of reporting, highlighting the most important issues. It is best written after 
you have completed all other sections of this report. Please write your greatest 
concern about the election.
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Annexes

3. Campaign environment

2. Political context

No Descriptions
2.1 Who are the main parties competing in the area and what level of support do 

these parties enjoy?

2.2 What, generally, is party support based on (ideology, specific policies, good 
reputation or leadership, ethnicity etc.,)

No Descriptions Yes/ No
3.1 Are political parties and candidates able to campaign freely 

without fear and intimidation?

3.2 Are parties / candidates using threats or violence to influence 
voters' choices?

3.3 Are parties and candidates abiding by the code of conduct and 
election law on campaigning?

3.4 Have the parties recruited and trained party agents dis-
trict-wide?

3.5 Are there any constraints on the participation of women as 
candidates or in voting?

3.6 Are any `smear' or `black' campaigns being run to discredit 
other parties or candidates?

4. Security

No Descriptions Yes/ No
4.1 Is the overall security situation conducive to holding a free and 

fair election?

4.2 Are security agencies (Myanmar Police Force) trusted by the 
population to secure a safe election environment?

4.3 Are new police recruits perceived to be competent and politi-
cally neutral?
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5. Voter Views

6. Election Administration

No Descriptions Yes/ No

5.1 Are people enthusiastic about the elections? Are they hopeful?

5.2 Do voters understand what a Constituent Assembly is?

5.3 Do voters understand the electoral system?

5.4 Do voters feel they know enough about rules for voting to 
be able to cast their ballots on election day without making a 
mistake?

5.5 Do voter know where to vote?

5.6 Do voters feel able to reach the polling station without a 
vehicle?

5.7 Do ordinary citizens have freedom of association, speech, and 
movement?

5.8 Have voters received any voter education?

5.9 Are there eligible voters who are not on the voter roll?

No Descriptions Yes/ No

6.1 Are election officials able to work without fear and 
intimidation?

6.2 Have the election officials in your area received most or all of 
the equipment and materials they will need for the election?

6.3 Are election officials at all levels well-trained and well 
organized to conduct the election?
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7. Government Officials/Civil Servants 

No Descriptions Yes/ No

7.1 Are government officials perceived as politically neutral?

7.2 Is the government following the code of conduct (i.e. is any 
government property used for campaigning? Have any local 
projects or grants been announced? Have any civil servants 
been transferred?)?

8. Other Observation/Monitoring Groups

No Descriptions Yes/ No

8.1 Are domestic observers active in monitoring the pre-election 
environment?

8.2 Are domestic observers perceived as politically neutral?

8.3 Are local NGOs active in voter education?

6.4 Is the EC perceived as neutral and unbiased by voters, political 
parties and candidates?

6.5 Have complaints been filed with the EC?

6.6 Has the EC investigated and resolved any complaints?

6.7 Are the EC monitoring teams successful in monitoring whether 
the code of conduct and election law is being followed?

6.8 Have any special preparations been made for vulnerable groups 
on election day (elderly, pregnant women, etc)?

6.9 Are polling stations located in a neutral place?
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9. Other Issues

Cooling Period Report

9.2 Cooling Period & Election Day Report - Narrative

Name of observers
1.
2.

Team Code

Region(s)/ State(s)

District(s)
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1. Summary

After completing the rest of the report, please summarize your report in this 
section in 1-2 paragraphs. You should highlight the most important issues using 
bullet points. 

2. Environment

No Descriptions Yes/ No

COOLING PERIOD

2.1 Cooling Period-leading up to the Polling Day
Please describe the cooling day/s environment in your Area of 
Responsibility (AoR) 
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ELECTION-DAY

Topics

2.2 1. Are there roadblocks that prevent people from reaching the 
Polling Centre?
Details:
 

2. Are there any incidents/threats/intimidation detected before 
& during the polls?
Details:

3. Are there any armed or civilian groups or individuals 
preventing people from going to polling centers?
Details:

4. Is the Poling Center positioned in a convenient and neutral 
location?
Details:

5. Are the material storages equipped with adequate security 
standards?
Details:
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6. Are there any campaign materials posted within 100 meters 
of the station?
Details:

7. Are unauthorized people inside the polling place?
Details:

Election Day Report

1. Opening Process

No Descriptions Yes/ No

1.1 Did all essential materials arrive and were placed in correct 
positions?

a. Ballot booth

b. Ballot box

c. Ballot paper 

d. Indelible Ink 

e. Recapitulation Sheet 

f. Other necessary equipment and documents 
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g. What is/are not available or not in function? 

1.2 Were all the staff present and placed in the position 
accordingly? 

If not please explain? 

a. Polling Manager 

b. Security (How many? From?) 

c. Official checking voter's documents and fingers

d. Official distributing ballot paper

e. Official at the polling booth

f. Official for voters needing assistance

g. Official supervising indelible ink

h. Are the polling staff independent and neutral?

i. Do the staff know their roles and look confident?

1.3 Did the Polling Officer show the empty ballot boxes before 
sealing them?
Details: 
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1.4 Were any party agents, domestic/international observers or 
media present?
Identify where they were from:

1.5 Did the polling station open on time?
Details: 

1.6 Are there any problems/protests during the opening process?
Explain what: 

2. Voting Process

No Descriptions Yes/ No

2.1 Were observers and party agents allowed to observe all aspects 
of the polls?
Details:
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2.2 Have the voters been identified properly before they cast the 
vote?
Details:

2.3 Are the voter's fingers and voter cards checked carefully?
Details:

2.4 Are voters who already have ink on their fingers allowed to 
vote?
Details:

2.5 Can the voters mark their ballots in secret, without being 
observed by anyone?
Details:

2.6 Is there any ballot paper that has been marked in advance 
before the voters cast the ballot?
Details:
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2.7 Is there anyone assisting disabled persons more than one time?
Details:

2.8 Do the ballot papers have the proper stamp according to the 
rule?
Details:

2.9 Is there anyone taking out ballot paper/s from the Polling 
Station?
Details:

2.10 Are there any complaints/challenges from the party agents and 
voters
Details:

2.11 Are there any unauthorized persons present inside the polling 
station?
Details:
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3. Closing Process

No Descriptions Yes/ No

3.1 Did the Polling Station close at the appropriate time?
Details:

3.2 Were voters in the queue at closing time allowed to vote?
Details:

3.3 Were there any voters turned away from polling? Why?
Details:

3.4 Did the Polling Centre queue controller stand at the back and 
not permit additional voters to join the queue?
Details:

3.5 Were the ballot boxes sealed correctly?
Details:

3.6 Were unused ballots counted and stored correctly in sealed 
envelopes? 
Details:
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3.7 Were the used, unused, and spoiled ballots properly reconciled?
Details:

3.8 Were observers and party agents allowed to accompany the 
ballot boxes?
Details:

4. Transporting of Ballots and Counting 

No Descriptions Yes/ No

4.1 Is the delivery of the boxes conducted with adequate security?

a. Are the procedures and route of transporting the ballot boxes 
informed to observers, party agents, media, etc?
b. Are ballot box storage informed to observers, party agents, 
media, etc?
c. Are observers, party agents, media, etc. allowed to 
accompany the transport of the ballot boxes?
Details:

4.2 Is the counting process conducted without the presence of any 
authorized person (observers, party agents, media, etc)
Details:
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4.3 Are the reconciliation of the ballot conducted following 
appropriate procedures?
Details:

4.4 Is the sorting process conducted by the appropriate procedure? 
If no please explain.

4.5 Are the results displayed in a public place?
Details:

4.6 Are the result forms distributed at least to 2 party agents using 
lottery?
Details:

Please write your comments on other issues such as (provide details): 
5. Minority 

6. Women Participation 
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7. Incidents and major irregularities 

Annex: 
List of Polling Station visited:    District ..………………

Village track/ 
Ward

Polling Center Polling Station Notes
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9.4 Observation Checklist for the Centralized Counting Process
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9.5 Bangkok Declaration for Free and Fair Elections 
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9.6  Dili Indicators of Democratic Elections
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9.7 Bali Commitment for Electoral Transparency: 
Eight Keys to Integrity

Electoral Transparency: Eight Keys to
 Integrity

Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum III

Kuta, Bali, Indonesia

August 23 – 24, 2016

Preamble
Reaffirming that the holding of periodic, free, and fair elections based on secret ballots and 
universal suffrage is the true expression of the sovereignty of the people;

Adhering to the principles enshrined in the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections 
and to the rights and principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Universal Declaration on 
Democracy;

Committed to strengthening utilization of the Indicators of Democratic Elections adopted at the 
2nd Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum held in Dili, Timor-Lest on March 18-19, 2015;

Recognizing that confidence in electoral integrity depends on the transparency of all aspects of 
the electoral process and that both election management bodies and civil society have important 
roles to play in assuring electoral integrity. While also considering the diversity and uniqueness 
of the situations and contexts of every country and geographical realm;

Now, therefore, we, Asian electoral stakeholders representing both election management 
bodies (EMBs) and civil society organizations (CSOs), resolve to enhance electoral integrity by 
working together in a spirit of cooperation between EMBs and CSOs to implement each of the 
Eight Keys to Integrity:



Transparent EMB’s: The laws and procedures for appointment of EMB members and the 
operation of EMBs must be clearly written. The public must be able to observe all aspects of 
EMB operations.

Transparent campaign fundraising: Laws and regulations must require full and timely disclosure 
of the sources of all monies raised by candidates, political parties and independent groups 
seeking to influence the outcomes of referenda and/or electoral campaigns for office.

Transparent campaign spending: Laws and regulations must require full and timely disclosure 
of the use of all monies raised by candidates, political parties and independent groups seeking to 
influence the outcomes of campaigns for political office and/or referenda.

Transparent public access to campaign finances: The public must have full internet access to 
EMB files containing campaign finance data, with all files maintained in a form which can be 
readily analyzed by any member of the public with basic computer skills.

Transparent voter registration: The process by which the voter list is compiled, checked, updated 
and maintained must be open to observation by the public. Full internet access to the voter 
registration list, including corrections on a real-time basis, must be guaranteed to the public.

Transparent observation: National and international election observers must be free to observe 
all parts of the election process, including but not limited to, advance voting, polling on election 
day, vote tabulation, and all other functions discussed in the “Eight Keys to Integrity”.

Transparent election results: An announcement at each polling station of the results of the voting 
at that polling station must be made on the same day that voting is held, followed by prompt 
posting of all results on the EMB’s web site.

Transparent election complaint process: There must be widespread dissemination of the 
procedures for filing complaints of election violations, followed by the ability of the public to 
access complaints shortly after they are filed and to be apprised promptly of the disposition of 
each complaint.

Adopted at the 3rd Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum on August 23-24, 2016 held at 
Kuta in Bali, Indonesia.
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9.8 Colombo Pledge to Promote and 
Defend Electoral Democracy in Asia 
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9.9 Declaration of Global Principals for Non-Partisan Election 
Observation and Monitoring by Citizen Organizations 
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9.10 Vocabularies on Elections
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